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IMPORTANT STATISTICS 
 

1.  
a)  
b) 

Total Area of the Complex  
Township                                          
Workshop Area 

 
838 acre 
340 acre  
 

 Total Area  1178 acre  
   
2.      Workshop Structures  
a)  
b) 

Covered Area  
Uncovered Area  

289265 sqm  
121520 sqm  
 

3.  Roads  
a)  
b)      

Concrete Roads  
Bituminous Roads 

7.5 km  
64.0 km  

4.  Water Supply  
a)  
b)  

No. of deep tube wells  
Overhead Storage Capacity ( 7 nos.OH Tanks)  

24  

5175 kl  
 

5.  Residential Accommodation  
a)  No. of quarters  3984  

b)  Percentage of staff housed  52 %  

 

6.  Plantation  1.7 lac trees  
 

7.  Financials  
a)  Total Assets  1973.81 Cr  

 
8.  Employees Strength  
a)  Group A & B  142 

b)  Group C & D  6642 
 

         Total  6784 
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MAJOR MILESTONES  

 

Laying of Foundation Stone of RCF complex  17.08.1985  

First coach turned out  31.03.1988  

First AC Chair Car with Roof Mounted AC unit turned out  31.01.1992  

First AC 3 Tier coach turned out  06.10.1993  

First BG-MEMU rake turned out  28.03.1998  

First Rajdhani Rake with Alstom-LHB type coaches turned out  23.06.2003  

First LHB design Shatabdi rake turned out  23.11.2004  

36 MG coaches for Myanmar Rly (RCF's first export order)  14.03.2006  

20 MG Chair Car coaches for PTB Senegal turned out  27.07.2006  

1st Garib Rath rake rolled out  14.09.2006  

Science Express train rolled out  24.10.2007  

First Nano coated stainless steel rake rolled out  17.04.2009  

First Low cost stainless steel rake rolled out  06.06.2009  

First BG MEMU rake with Bio-Toilets  30.04.2010  

First AC Double Decker rake turned out  16.10.2010  

First Day Duronto rake turned out  31.03.2011  

First LHB Mixed Rake for Mail/Express Train rolled out  13.11.2011  

First LHB Coach fitted with Bio-Toilets turned out  20.12.2013  

160 kmph speed rake turned out ( Gatiman Gxpress)  20.11.2014  

100 KW Solar Power Plant installed  18.03.2016  

1st Rake of LHB Coaches for Bangladesh Rlys turned out  22.03.2016  

RCF gets Golden Peacock Environment Award -2016  08.07.2016  

First TEJAS Rake turned out  18.05.2017  

RCF gets Green Tech Environment ( Platinum ) Award-2018  31.05.2018  

RCF Certified for ISO 3834-2:2005  03.09.2018  

Buddhist Circuit Rake turned out  21.11.2018  

First UDAY rake turned out  19.03.2019  

RCF gets Green Co Rating Bronze  26.06.2019 

Recommended for IRIS certification 18.01.2020 

First High Speed LHB  Parcel Van rolled out 28.01.2020 

Post Covid coaches rolled out  14.07.2020 

Light Weight Parcel Van Mark-II rolled out  07.11.2020 

Double Decker ( 160Kmph) rolled out  18.11.2020 

AC 3 Tier Economy Class Coach rolled out 10.02.2021 
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    GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 

 The year 2020 threw a big challenge for humanity in the form of the COVID-19 pandemic. While the 

governments all over the world scrambled to create SOPs for management of the spread of the disease, Rail 

Coach Factory Kapurthala, nestled away from the madding crowds, was able to leverage its unique location, 

culture and perseverance to not only improve productivity but also bring forth multiple innovative coach designs 

for the Indian Railways. 

                

AT WAR AGAINST THE CORONAVIRUS 

RCF, Kapurthala was adequately prepared for this new global pandemic and geared up well to curb the spread 

of the deadly virus in its campus. Looking at the spread of virus and looming crisis, RCF undertook all necessary 

measures for the prevention and management of coronavirus.   

Covid - 19 specific actions  

 

- Public Awareness was very crucial at this stage. To educate the public, a massive awareness campaign was 

conducted to sensitize the public. The campaign promotes key steps for people to follow to protect their health 

and is determined to combat and kick out deadly coronavirus. Awareness posters and banners have been a 

common sight inside the campus and serve as a regular reminder for people to stay aware of the virus. 

 

- Amidst nationwide lockdown, when the demand for medical items was skyrocketing, RCF started manufacturing 

masks and PPEs which were distributed to staff deployed in essential services.  
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                                                        Corona Awareness posters in RCF  

 

- Covid Vaccination is at full stride in RCF at the rate of 250 doses a day. Employees have shown a big enthusiasm 

in getting vaccinated to uproot the deadly corona pandemic.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                          Vaccination Drive  in RCF  

While, the Rail Coach Factory has been successful in its response to the coronavirus outbreak and has avoided 

the worst of the pandemic, on the other hand a roadmap to the resurrection and revival of the RCF was chalked 

out to elevate the production scales to newer heights.  

ON THE PRODUCTION FRONT  

LVPH HIGH-CAPACITY HIGH SPEED PARCEL VAN FOR PREMIUM CARGO 

 

It is a well-known fact that freight business is the breadwinner for any transportation and logistics operations. 

While Indian Railways is a major player in the transportation of bulk cargo, the presence in the premium high-

value, time sensitive parcel business is miniscule. But this is a rapidly growing business with the advent of online 

marketplaces which need matching logistics to meet the demands. 

RCF designed the LVPH coach to fit into a role that synergistically aids the operations of Courier Freight & 

Logistics (CFL) service providers. The LVPH provides more than 6000 cubic feet of cargo volume, 24 tons of 
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payload mass on a platform that is capable to run unhindered at up to 130 kmph. When compared to the 22-feet 

trucks deployed by most CFL operators the advantages are more than obvious as shown in the table below: 

Parameter LVPH 22-Feet Lorry Remarks 

Cubic 

Capacity 

6000 

cu-ft 

1200 Cu-ft One coach can carry 5 truckloads of volume limited cargo or 2.4 

truckloads of mass limited cargo. 

It offers a substantially reduced cost of transport. 

The most remarkable feature is that green impact of railways over 

the road. Rail transport consumes only 10-30% of the energy 

required by equivalent road transport, thus there is a remarkable 

reduction of emissions. 

Mass 

Capacity 

24 

Tones 

10 Tones 

Max 

Speed 

130 

kmph 

60 - 80 kmph 

 

The LVPH had a lukewarm reception during its introduction, but the Indian Railways and its customers soon 

realized the potential and the effectiveness.  

RCF has turned out 450 LVPH coaches during the FY2020-21 and has now been instructed to ramp up the 

production rate to at least 50 coaches per month. 

     

 

 

The LVPH Coach Improved Interior of LVPH 

  

The success of the LVPH has furthered demands for new designs to meet new requirements. Some of the new 

design variants that are currently on the drawing boards include: refrigerated vans for transportation of cargo 

requiring cold chains, transportation of currency notes and coins and end-loading variants for moving motor cars. 

As more railway corridors are upgraded to 160 kmph operating speeds, the LVPH design has the potential to 

exploit the higher operating speeds making it a vehicle that is future ready. 
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                   Interior View of LVPH Mark-II                               LVPH Rake 

 

THE LWACCNE - FOR COMFORTABLE AC TRAVEL THAT IS EASY ON THE POCKET 

 

Air-conditioned travel in the country is considered a luxury and attracts premium rates thus remains an 

aspirational choice for a large majority of railway travelers. RCF Kapurthala initiated a design exercise on the 

existing 3-Tier AC coaches with the two-fold primary objectives to reduce cost of carriage and to improve 

passenger comfort. 

                                       

                                                             AC 3 Tier Economy Class  

The changes in the policies regarding onboard services for pantries and linen resulted in unused volumes of 

spaces on the passenger deck of the existing coaches. These formed the trigger for the design review and 

upgrades. The opportunity opened by the design review exercise was further exploited by changing the design of 

the electrical equipment cubicle to reduce its footprint on the passenger deck. As a result of all inputs, it was 

possible to increase the passenger carrying capacity of the coach from the existing 72 to 83 which translates into 

15% increase in capacity or a similar decrease in the cost of transport.In addition to the increase in capacity, 

improvements in passenger amenities have been done to improve the comfort levels.  

1. Redesign of the AC ducting by providing individual vents for all berths. 
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2. Improved and modular design of seats and berths to improve comfort, reduce weight and  improve maintenance  

    friendliness. 

3. Improved passenger conveniences in form of foldable snack tables in both longitudinal and transverse bays, injury  

    free spaces and holders for water bottles. 

4. Individual reading lights and mobile charging points for each berth. 

5. Ergonomically improved design of ladder for accessing the middle and upper berths. 

6. Increased headroom in the middle and upper berths. 

7. Improved design of the lavatories. 

8. Wheelchair accessible doorways. 

9. Divyangjan friendly toilet with wheelchair access. 

10. Compartment for divyangjan with wheelchair access. 
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The first prototype LWACCNE coach was turned out for RDSO trials on the 10
th
 of February 2021. About 300 

coaches are planned for production in the FY-2021-22, when deployed for operations these shall bring in a new 

class of economical and comfortable travel for the customers of Indian Railways. 

SPLENDID PRODUCTION AND INNOVATIONS DESPITE COVID-19 CHALLENGES 

  

RCF is now constantly beating new targets in coach production. Rail Coach Factory has produced as many as 

1500 coaches during the year 2020-21, of which 1497 are LHB coaches. It manufactured 1342 coaches during 

last corresponding year i.e., 2019-20. RCF has also kept regular checks on COVID to contain the spread which 

helped a lot to gear up its production. RCF achieved its highest ever LHB production of 182 coaches in March 

2021. RCF has set another milestone by achieved record daily outturn of 7.28 coaches in March 2021 This 

increase in productivity despite the pandemic depicts the perseverance and dedication to excel of RCF’s 

manpower. Interestingly, regardless of suppressed resources of manpower and supply chain in COVID times, 

RCF managed to enhance its monthly production growth constantly in 2020-21. 

                

                 Coach production during 2020-21 

            

             Daily outturn of coaches during 2020-21 

 

Besides on a LHB coach production spree, RCF won many laurels during the year. RCFdesigned and produced 

the lighter high speed parcel vanLVPH Mark II , 3-Tier AC Economy Coach, Post Covid coaches, Double Decker 

of 160 kmph speed.  

A LEAP TOWARDS IT DIGITISATION  

RCF has made strides towards leveraging the IT to make its various processes automated and more efficient. 

After implementation of e-Office, e-Auction of scrap sale, paperless procurement process and several other 

initiatives which while ensuring speedy work endorses work transparency too, RCF has now launched a new 

web portal https://pardarsy.railnet.gov.in (Partners Direct Access & Registration System) in order to bring 

transparency in dealing with vendors (i.e. from tender notification to payment to vendors). Earlier the vendors 

had to physically deposit the bills at an earmarked location. Now, a web-based system has been developed and 

placed on this portal, through which, the bills can be submitted on-line through digital key by vendor from his own 

location without physically visiting RCF. 
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                                                          Launching of PARDARSY System 

 

MEDICAL COVENIENCE  

RCF is dedicatedly providing promotive, preventive and  curative health care service to its beneficiaries. Health 

and safety is always on  top priority of LLR Hospital,RCF .  The hospital staff has already proven as true heroes 

in fighting the Covid and is again on butts with the re-surgence of the covid wave. The hospital is engaged in 

massive drive of testing and vaccination.   

                                               

                                                               Lala Lajpat Rai Hospital in RCF  

SPORTS SPIRIT  

Outstanding sportspersons of RCF have always kept RCF’s flag high at various sports arenas. Of course, due to 

the Covid, there has been stagnation in every field but the symbolic game of energy is different from it. Our 

players are on the playing field with full dedication and vigor. Our four women hockey players Navjot Kaur, 

Reena Khokhar, Manpreet Kaur and Lalre Siamese, along with the senior Indian women's hockey teamwere 

away to overseas tours doning India colour.  Also our three players, Gagandeep Kaur, Priyanka and Reet were 

with Junior women's hockey team on international tours. It is a matter of great pleasure that RCF international 

hockey player Deepika was awarded the Arjuna Award for the year 2020. RCF feels proud of her achievement. 
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                                                       Super Turf Hockey Stadium in RCF  

 

 

GREEN AND ECO-FRIENDLY RCF  

RCF is actively advocating initiatives to make RCF eco friendly. A 10T capacity Waste Composting Plant to  

convert all kitchen/green waste (6-7 MT per day generation in RCF) into Green manure is in operation to  utilise 

in manuring the thick vegetation cover (60% of total RCF area of 1178 Acres) in RCF complex. 71 Rain Water 

Harvesting (RWH) pits have been provided to recharge and replenish the underground water in workshop and 

township area. The entire area (except vacant land area) has been covered with the efficient network of RWHs in 

RCF.RCF workshop and township generate lot of plastic wastes. So, to solve the problem of disposal of plastic 

wastes, new roads have been constructed by mixing hot bitumen with the plastic wastes so that there is no 

adverse impact on the environment.  

 

 

 

STRIDES FOR THE FUTURE 

Rail Coach Factory, Kapurthala has stood the test of time amidst this turbulent pandemic. Not only it has kept 

well-tuned with a coordinated global response to face down the COVID-19 successfully keeping it at bay, but has 

shown the grit and determination to invoke a positive growth in industrial recovery. RCF is committed to take 
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production to a new peak in the new financial year as well and touch the 2000+ figure in coach production. RCF 

will start bulk production of AC Economy Class Coaches besides commencing the new coach designs of LGS 

AC, AC SCR and coaches for export. 
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 PUBLIC RELATIONS & PUBLICITY 
1.0       CEREMONIAL FUNCTIONS 

 

1.1        INDEPENDENCE DAY  
The 74th Independence Day was celebrated with great enthusiasm at the administrative office block of Rail 

Coach Factory, Kapurthala. On this occasion, Shri Ravindra Gupta , General Manager/RCF  hoisted the 

national flag amid the contingents of Railway Protection Force, St. John's Ambulance Brigade and teams of 

scouts and guides in the parade. The ceremony was brief in the wake of Covid, wherein special awards were 

honoured to RCF’s Covid Warriors. Members of the RCF Women's Welfare Organization visited Lala Lajpat 

Rai Hospital with their President , Smt Neeta Gupta and presented refrigerator and food warmer oven to the 

hospital. To make the environment green, the General Manager and all the officers and members of the 

Women's Welfare Organization initiated a big plantation campaign by planting saplings at Lala Lajpat Rai 

Hospital. Employees residing in RCF Colony too planted 4000 saplings at their quaters. 

The Waste Compositing Plant at RCF dump yard was also inaugurated to make the RCF complex free of 

waste and garbage.  

On the occasion of Independence Day , RCF's administrative office, lake complex, various chownks, Colony 

gates were decorated with colorful lights which gave an enchanting view of the night. 

Apart from this through laser lighting, the establishment of the Rail Coach Factory, significant achievements 

of RCF and contribution of  Corona warriors to fight out Covid-19 was shown in a very attractive way. 
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1.2      REPUBLIC DAY 

72nd Republic Day was celebrated with great patriotic fervor and zeal at RCF on 26.01.2021. The 

celebrations began with hoisting  of  National  Flag followed  by  march-past  by contingents of RPF, St. John 

Ambulance Brigade, Scouts & Guides and Sportspersons  o f  R C F . Due to restriction in holding functions 

earlier, Rail Week Awards-2020 were given to 49 employees and 01 officer. Olympian Deepika thakur, who was 

conferred with Arjuna Award was also honoured . Also on the occasion , wards of RCF employees who 

excel led in academics were honored by RCFWWO. Audience enjoyed various dance performances 

presented by schools and RCF cultural team. The especially illuminated Administrative Building and Lake 

Complex wore a festive look. 

 

 

      

      

 

2.0      VISITS 

 

2.1     VISIT OF MEMBER PARLIAMENT  

Member Parliament from Khadur Sahib Lok Sabha constituency S. Jasbir Singh Singh Dimpa visited RCF on 

13.05.2020.  He was accompanied by MLA from Sultanpur Lodhi constituency S.Navtej Singh Cheema, 

Deputy Commissioner and SSP of Kapurthala.. On reaching RCF, he was received by General Manager Shri 

Ravindra Gupta. The purpose of the visit was to take stock of the ongoing coach manufacturing activities at 

Rail Coach Factory and the safety precautions being followed in them. 
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On reaching RCF, all the vehicles of honorable MP and MLA and accompanying high officials were sanitized 

and entered into RCF through a  sanitization tunnel at the entry gate of RCF and after that everyone was 

given a kit which included gloves, sanitizer, face mask, Corona virus prevention precautions. 

General Manager Mr Ravinder Gupta and high officials of RCF met Mr Jasbir Singh Dimpa and Mr Navtej 

Singh Cheema with DC Kapurthala and SSP Kapurthala and in this meeting they were apprised of steps 

taken by RCF to fight the pandemic.The fight and the steps taken by RCF in this fight were explained in detail. 

A presentation was also made in the meeting showing the efforts being made by RCF in the fight against 

Covid. 

The Honorable Guests later visited the RCF Workshop where they were shown the entry precautions at 

Workshop Gate and safety measures inside the workshop premises. 

   

 

 

 

2.2    VISIT OF INDUSTRIAL DELEGATION 

A delegation of industrialists from Jalandhar and Kapurthala region led by Sh.Rana Gurjit Singh, MLA from 

Kapurthala and Sh Narinder Singh Saggu, President Focal Point Extension Association,Jalandhar visited 

Rail Coach Factory on 30.04.2020. The purpose of the tour was to restart  industrial activities in their 

industrial units as they had been closed for more than a month due to the lockdown.   

The industrialists wanted to study the precautionary activities in RCF and its compliance to the guidelines 

issued by the state govt.  while observing precautions at work.  

The delegation attended a meeting in the conference hall in which General Manager Mr. Ravindra Gupta 

briefed them about the steps undertaken by RCF to fight out Covid-19. 

A presentation was also made in the meeting which showcased the efforts being made by RCF in the fight 

against Kovid. Apart from this, a brochure prepared by RCF was also distributed to all the industrialists which 

showed the  precautions to protect besides, the efforts of RCF to fight against  Covid. At the end of the 

meeting there was also an inter active  session in which the industrialists  held serious discussions  to start 

work in their  industrial units . 
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4.0    PUBLICITY 

All new developments and activities were publicized and highlighted through publication and distribution 

of Publicity Brochures, Pamphlets and other publicity Material. Photographs of different products and 

publicity data were displayed through Flex Display Boards at different locations in RCF. Several brochures 

were printed and distributed in events and exhibitions. All ceremonial functions, important events, new 

developments, sports events were given due coverage by electronic and print media in their esteemed 

newspapers and TV channels. 

  

Mode of Publicity 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

No. of Press Release issued 84 135   86 

No. of Display Banners displayed 165 132   217 

                                                       

 

5.0       CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 

Tender Notice Advertisements were issued regularly during the financial year 2015-16. The contents 

were regularly scrutinized for space wastage and editing of matter to be published before releasing to 

various newspapers. 

 

Description 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

No. of Tender Notices Published 81 135 136 

No. of Insertions 727 933 1158 

Expenses Incurred (in thousands) 4672 9723 16307.5 

 

6.0      ASSISTANCE TO  CITIZENS THROUGH RTI ACT,2005 

The Right to Information Act 2005 provide for setting out the  practical regime of right to information 

for citizens to secure access to information under the control of public authorities in order to promote 

transparency and accountability in the working of public authority. Constitution of India has established 

Democratic Republic and democracy requires an informed citizenry and transparency of information  
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which are vital to its functioning. RCF expedited to provide certain information to citizens of India who 

desired it. 

 

Parameter 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 

Total number of Applications handled 685 775 526 

Total number of Applications Disposed off 632 725 477 

Total number of CIC Cases Nil Nil 02 

No. of cases where CIC penalized RCF  Nil Nil Nil 
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MECHANICAL 

1.0 GENERAL  
 
The foundation stone of Rail Coach Factory, Kapurthala was laid by Late Shri Rajiv Gandhi, the then Prime 
Minister of India, on 17

th
 August, 1985.  Production commenced in a record time of two years and the first 

coach was turned out in March 1988.  From its humble beginnings, the factory has gone from strength to 
strength and has so far manufactured 39152 coaches of more than 60 design variants of AC and non-AC 
coaches up to March 2021. 
Production of LHB type Stainless Steel coaches was started in the year  2001-02 and up to March, 2021, 
7919 LHB design coaches (including 120 for Bangladesh and 411 Hybrid SS coaches) have been 
manufactured. Most of these coaches are running in prestigious Rajdhani and Shatabdi Express Trains and 
giving immense passenger satisfaction.  
                                              
During 2020-21, 1500 coaches  were turned out from RCF. 
 

                                  

       
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
COACH PRODUCTION (2020-21)  

 

 
Coach Type 

 
No. of coaches 

 
% of total production 

 

LHB 1497 
 

99.08% 

 

MEMU 3 
 

0.02% 

 

Total 1500 
 

100% 
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2.0    TURNOVER FOR THE LAST THREE YEARS:  

 
 

Year  Value of Coach (Rs in Cr.) Gross Turn Over 
( in Crores)  For Indian Railways  Non Railways     

2018-19 2715.38 42.08 2757.46 

2019-20 3064.70 19.38 3084.08 

2020-21 3304.21 - 3304.21 

Total 9084.29 61.46 9145.75 
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3.0        PRODUCTION  PERFORMANCE   ( COACH PRODUCTION )  

 Year  AC Conv.  SS Hybrid LHB Total Cum. Prod 

1987-88 - 1 - - 01 01 

1988-89 - 120 - - 120 121 

1989-90 - 175 - - 175 296 

1990-91 - 600 - - 600 896 

1991-92 01 914 - - 915 1811 

1992-93 18 1097 - - 1115 2926 

1993-94 61 964 - - 1025 3951 

1994-95 149 626 - - 775 4726 

1995-96 150 540 - - 690 5416 

1996-97 174 746 - - 920 6336 

1997-98 200 831 - - 1031 7367 

1998-99 228 859 - - 1087 8454 

1999-00 232 950 - - 1182 9636 

2000-01 220 970 - - 1190 10826 

2001-02 264 913 - 27 1204 12030 

2002-03 201 716 - 27 944 12974 

2003-04 186 939 - 76 1201 14175 

2004-05 270 854 - 77 1201 15376 

2005-06 289 923 - 51 1263 16639 

2006-07 358 842 - 119 1319 17958 

2007-08 410 971 - 99 1480 19438 

2008-09 492 889 56 121 1558 20996 

2009-10 186 1005 214 163 1568 22564 

2010-11 196 924 140 316 1576 24140 

2011-12 222 939 - 340 1501 25641 

2012-13 225 940 - 515 1680 27321 

2013-14 217 945 - 539 1701 29022 

2014-15 233 897 - 452 1582 30604 

2015-16 193 884 - 539 1616 32220 

2016-17 159 759 - 571 1489 33709 

2017-18 60 532 - 659 1251 34960 

2018-19 - 568 - 782 1350 36310 

2019-20 - 414 - 928 1342 37652 

2020-21 - 3 - 1497 1500 39152 
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4.0       ACHIEVEMENTS        
 
4.1       SHELL  DIVISION               

  
4.1.1   The Sub Assembly of 1530 C/sets were handed over to Shell (GP-II) against target of 1516 C/sets 

required by shell for completing the target for the year 2020-21. 

 
4.1.2   Manufactured Sub-assemblies for 1530 coach sets i.e. 1520 LHB and 10 3Ph MEMU successfully in 

FY2020-21 as compared to 1417 coach sub assemblies in the year 2020-21 i.e. 8% enhancement in 
the production. 

 
4.1.3     Manufactured 50 C/sets of sub-assemblies for LACCNE first time in FY 2020-2021 in RCF.   

 
  4.1.4    Manufactured and commissioned  Two New Shell Assembly Jigs in-house, utilising  non-moving coach 

items. These Jigs are installed in Bay No 02 in Shell Assly Shop with in record time. This increased 

the capacity of Shell Assembly Out –turn from jigs   by 300 coaches per year. Manufactured and 

commission  one under frame Jig, which increased the capacity of the LHB Under frame by 150 coach 

Sub assemblies per year. 

 
4.1.5    IRIS Re-Certification for the activities of design, development & manufacturing of Railway   coaches 

obtained successfully. 
 
4.1.6    Cleared Re-certification Audit conducted during the year 2020-21 for maintaining 5S    Work Place 

Management System and IMS. 
 
4.1.7     The 1178 MT Scrap disposed off from Group-I and Tool Room in FY 2020-21. 
 
4.1.8    The Process Tools has been developed in house by Tool Room Shop to maintain the cabin height and 

avoid variation in cabin height. 
 
4.1.9     Provision of Buffer height measurement is developed and installed on Shell Assembly Jigs. 
 
4. 2       FURNISHING DIVISION 
 
4.2.1    SUMMARY OF PRODUCTION  
 
 

 
Production Year 

2020-21 
Production Year 

2019-20 
Performance 

Working 
Days 

246 293 
 

16.04% less in comparison to Previous Year 

Total GSUs 
Produced 

3604.47 3499.53 
 

3.00% more  in comparison to Previous Year 

Average 
GSUs/Day  

12.30 11.94 
 

3.02% more  in comparison to Previous Year 

Average 
Manpower 
Available 

2055 2036 
 

0.93% more  in comparison to Previous Year 

Average 
GSUs/MP 

1.75 1.72 
 

1.74% more  in comparison to Previous Year 
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4.2.2     OUTTURN 
 

Coach Type 
 

 

Target 
 
  

Turned 
Out 

 

Turned out in 
Previous Year 

 

Performance 
 
 

LHB 1502 1497 928 61.31% more  in comparison to Previous 
Year 

Total ( LHB + 
MEMU) 

1516 1500 1342 11.77% more  in comparison to Previous 
Year 

 
         Note: Very few staff was present during the month of April’2020 & May’2020 due to the epidemic of 

COVID-19 and most of them was deputed for preventive measures (like stitching of Face Mask & 
Coverall and provision of Hands free Taps & Soap Dispenser) against the above said epidemic 
therefore working days of above months have not been considered.   

 
4.2.3  Furnished and turned out 1st LACCN Economy Coach having State of Art furnishing and more 

passenger carrying capacity i.e. 83 Passengers in place of 72 Passengers. 

 

4.2.4     Furnished and turned out 251 nos. of Mark-2 LVPH Coaches. 

 

4.2.5     Furnished and turned out 01 LHB Double Decker Coach having potential to run at 160 kmph. 

 
4.3        QUALITY IMPROVEMENT 
 
4.3.1    During the year 2021, 251 Mark-2 LVP Coaches were turned out with application of Fleet Graphic Film 

on both sides of the wall coach. It has enhanced the aesthetic appearance of coaches.  
 
4.3.2  Average numbers of QCI point per month reduced and achievement of about 21% compared to 

previous year. 
 
4.3.3   During the year 2020-21, newly designed 1

ST
 AC-3T/Economy coach was turned out with application of 

Fleet Graphic Film on both sides of the coach. It has enhanced the aesthetic appearance of coaches.  
 
4.3.4  During the year 2020-21, newly designed 1

ST
 AC-3T/Economy coach was painted with White paint 

(RAL-9010) on End Wall & Roof as top coat. It has reduced the electric load on air conditioning 
system of Coach. 

 
4.3.5  Since Jan-2021, 100% Adhesion Promoting Primer Paint has been implemented as alternative to 

Garnet Blasting, which has increased the production of LHB coaches and spread of dust in and 
around the shops has also been reduced. 

 

4.4       ACHIEVEMENTS: 

 
4.4.1 RCF has  got  Bronze  medal in  ISO/TS 22136:2017,  International Railways Industry Standard (IRIS) 

in 2020-21. Employees of Paint Shop are regularly advised to comply with this standard. 
 

4.4.2 RCF has got Certificate of ISO:50001:2018 of Energy Management System. Employees of Paint Shop 
are regularly being encouraged to save Electricity, LPG & Diesel in the Paint Shop. For last  three 
years 9 % energy from the base line has been saved in terms of Electricity, LPG & Diesel. This 
practice has to be kept for saving the 3 % in the Financial year and total 9 % reduction for the 3 year 
period from 2021 to 2022-23. 
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4.4.3 The marking of Dak and correspondence with different department has started through e-office so as 
to reduce the paper work. 
 

4.4.4 Separate space has been nominated for contractor staff for execution of their day to day work work and 
to keep record distance. 
 

4.4.5 As a protection against Covid-19, foot operated taps have been tried out in Lavatory and door way area 
of the coaches.  
 

4.4.6 Miles stones have been marked on Furn. Shop floor to monitor the stage wise work in progress. 
 

4.4.7 The application of glass wool and rub down of coaches, which were earlier done in fur.shop has now 
being done in paint shop. This will provide more available working time for Fur. staff. 
 

4.4.8 Mock up of Garib Rath furnished which was appreciated by GM/RCF. 
 
4.4.9    LBC-16 (Coach No. SCR/200040) fitted with 160KN air spring in secondary suspension was 

manufactured. This coach is manufactured for oscillation trial by RDSO. 
 
4.4.10 On 15th August, GM/RCF honored the Corona Warriors of Furnishing Shop.     

 
4.4.11 Painting booth and one oven of old paint shop has been dismantled. This space is now being used for 

paint of coaches. Exhaust fans and additional roof ventilations have been fitted in the shed used for 
application of Adhesion Promoting Primer. Due to this, the ventilation of Adhesion Promoting Primer 

shed has been improved. 

 
4.4.12 Various pit holes surfaced on floor after dismantling one over and one paint booth in old Paint Shop     

have been got filled and uneven floor has been made even area reclaimed has been put to use for 
various coach works. 
 

4.4.13 Converted 01 L3T plug door coach lying as an idle asset to normal swing coach. 
 

4.4.14  Double Decker coach for oscillation trial was manufactured and turned out. 
 
4.4.15 Exhaust system is shifted from old paint shop to APP shed and being used. 

 
4.4.16 Garnet Blasting shed was converted to APP shed as it was not being used for garnet blasting  after 

process change from garnet to APP application.  
 

4.4.17 16 C/s of side wall panel and 26 C/S of ceiling panel of old design were modified in FRP shop and 
used in L3T coaches. Thus saving Rs.16466070/- & Rs.6773000 /-respectively. 
 

4.4.18 As part of converting half of the old paint shop into a modern furnishing shop, the coach  shifting   
traversar located at the end of the old paint shop was relocated and used in the middle of the shop. 
 

4.4.19 Manufacturing rate of 7.28  Coach/day was  achieved in  the month of  March-21 resulting     

in gate out of 182 coaches in 25 working days. Which is RCF's highest ever construction rate. 

 

4.4.20 Memo of 57 LHB AC Coaches was received in Jan-21 which is highest even in a month. 

    
4.4.21 Condemnations of burnt coach (ICF type SCN) lying in Paint Shop since 1991 was done  

      and handover to Depot  for scraping.  

   
4.4.22 Manufacturing of Pallet for Safely transporting S & B. 
 
4.4.23 42650 Masks, 270 Aprons, 3472 Coveralls, 2 Caps, 15 Footsteps, 50 Screen Covers, 2870 Foot 

cover, 5 Laundry bags and 200 Foot operated wash basin mechanism were manufactured to Fight 
COVID-19. 
 

4.4.25  24 Post COVID Coaches have been turned out with improved safety features against COVID-19. 
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5.0       SAFETY                              

 
No fatal incident has happened during the year due to general precautions and following of safety 
instructions and careful working. Paint shop (Gr.-III) has been awarded the Industrial Safety 
Performance Shield 20-21. 

 
6.0     PROCESS PLANNING 

 
6.1.1   OFFLINE PROGRAMMING 

 

User Shops for which nesting programs developed    = CNC machines of Bogie and SMS Shop 

Nesting programs developed                                     = 640 Nos. 

No of Profile cut components                                     = 10919 nos. 

Cutting length Saved                                                 = 3291 meters(approx.)  

 
This has resulted in saving of material, man hours, machine operation hours and consumables. 

 
6.1.2  Various   types   of   coach components for LVP, LSLRD, LSCN-Wider   window   LSLR-US,   Electrical   

Items  of furnishing   were    cut    on   LVD-1,  PARI,  HK-LASER, TRUMPF,  LVD-II,  ADOR and 

STAKO machines installed in SMS & Bogie shop during the above period. 

 

6.1.3  Programs for various types of Templates & Gauges  as required by Tool Room were given  on LVD-1, 

LVD-2 & HK-Laser machines. Problem of cabin height variation was being faced in furnishing shop.  

 
6.1.4  Sidewall (LH+RH) & Lavatories program for LHB-3T(Garib Rath), LSLRD, & Mockup of LHB-3T (Garib    

Rath),  coaches were developed & successfully cut on LCW-1(TTM) & LCW-2 (BALIEU) machines.   

 
  6.1.5   During COVID Lockdown period, AMBU KIT Ventilator JEEVAN components programs were prepared  

on LVD-I & HK Laser machine. 
 

 6.1.6 To prevent COVID-19, Foot operated Soap & Sanitizer Dispenser Unit and arrangement for foot 
operated taps were manufactured in house to encourage touch less hand washing. Nesting programs 
were developed on LVD-I, TRUMPF, LVD-II, & HK Laser machines.  

 
 6.1.7 CNC LCW (Ballieu) machine went under breakdown from 10/07/2020 to 20/07/2020 because of welding 

joint failure. When sheets to be welded were butted in clamping bench , a gap of 1.5 mm was observed 
in the butt joint however the permissible gap limit is less than 0.1mm, thereby resulting in failure of weld 
joint during bend test. Offline section modified the OEM program (Subprogram) of the machine 
successfully by going beyond their purview to resolve the problem of welding joint failure. This program 
also helped in reducing the cycle time of the machine. 
 

 6.1.8 The problem of welding joint reoccurred on CNC LCW (Ballieu) due to failure of CNC Spot-weld during 
initial welding of trimmed sheets. The problem could not be resolved by Plant & it was requested to 
Planning to study and modify the OEM program (Subprogram). This problem was solved by modifying 
the initial SPOT weld program to continuous weld program and the same was successfully executed on 
machine.  

 6.1.9 Load shifting from one machine to another machine as a result of breakdown or scheduled maintenance 
of machines was done at regular interval. Programs on alternative machines were made available for 
smooth functioning of production. 
 

 6.1.10 Material calculation work related to scrap generation requested by Material Planning Section to validate 
the sheet size supplied to supplier for job work. Also to compare the optimization of the sheet size 
offered by the different Firms.  
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6.2 PRODUCTION AND CAPACITY PLANNING 
 
6.2.1 PSL and Working Instruction issued for different types of coaches during financial year 2020-21. 

No of working Instruction issued                = 258 Nos.  
No. of Product Structure Lists (PSLs) issued =   89 Nos.  

 
6.2.2 Issuing of PSLs to shops has been 100% complied i.e. within 15 days of receiving of PSL in Process 

Planning. 
 
6.2.3 772 component drawings were re-drawn on CAD to incorporate manufacturing allowances for 

developing the programs. 
 
6.2.4 Conversion factor of LSLR Coach was determined as the coach was made first time.  
 
6.2.5 Location for following machines was finalized for installation 
 

CNC Spot Welding IV. 
CNC Laser Cutting & Welding III. 
CNC 800T III. 
 

6.2.6 Layout Plans of newly purchased  machines viz Spot Welding Machine-IV, Laser Cutting & Welding 
Machine-III was approved within the stipulated time. 
 

6.2.7 Regular co-ordination with production shops for rolling out of LVP,LSLRD,LSDD and ACCNE rakes in 
time.  

 
6.2.8 CNC Programs for trade failure components were developed from time to time for smooth production of 

Coaches. 
 
6.2.9 Process audit of various production shops has been carried to find out discrepancies and for advising 

corrective and preventive action. 
 
 
6.3 ACHIEVEMENTS DURING 2020-21 

 
6.3.1  Improvement/ideas implemented in 2020-21 

 The procedure for Incentive calculation was revised due to anomalies caused by Covid-19. The 
procedure has been effectively implemented from June’ 20 onwards. 

 Planning Department has extended full support to shop to achieve 1500 coaches in 2020-21. During the 
year, the highest monthly outturn of 182 LHB Coaches and milestone of record per day outturn of 7.28 
coaches in March,21 was achieved. Further more 1497 coaches were manufactured during the year 
2020-21 as compared to 928 LHB coaches during the same period last year which is 61% increase in 
production of LHB coaches as compared to last year. 
 

 New Coaches : RCF rolled out AC 3T Economy coach with advanced features like top speed of 160 
kmph, increased passenger capacity from 72 to 83 berths, individual vents for each berth, modular 
seats and berths; AC Double Decker Coach; Mark-II Light Weight Parcel Van, Post Covid coaches 
manufactured for the first time over Indian Railways to fight out the menace of Coronavirus. 
 

 Re-Certification of Bronze category in IRIS – ISO/TS 22163-2017 has been awarded by certifying body. 

5 processes and 7 KPI had been allotted by quality department to Planning department. 

 

 02 nos. PI revised by replacing wooden boxes with returnable pallets resulting in reduced wooden scrap 

and safe transportation of coach items. 
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 Shell:-03 new PL added, 01 existing PL revised resulted in quick identification of LH & RH part of 

console at depot.  

 Furnishing:-PL of 115 nos. trade items have been reviewed. As a result of review, 01 old PL deleted, 01 

new PL added and 04 existing PL revised. Incorporating PI 134,168, and 06 in 04 PL nos resulted in 

proper and safe material handling due to  ‘Fragile’ symbol indicated on the packing material; wrapping 

of individual items is done with packing material and then it is put inside the boxes instead of wrapping 

the inside of the boxes. Also PI 193 returnable metallic pallet incorporated in 170 PLs ensuring safe 

transportation of goods.   

 PL No. reduced : Bogie=25 PL Nos. reduced to 11 resulting in reduction of 14 PLs. Furnishing=04 PL 

Nos. reduced. This resulted in the ease of procurement  ensuring availability of complete material 

covered under one PL No. 

 

 44 SRM items reduced after review resulting in net saving of Rs.6.74 Crores. 

 

 New PLs obtained : Stock=72, Non Stock=15. 

 

 Elimination of Pantry from Mail/Express Coaches. 

 

 LACCNE, LVPXH (weight reduction), Post COVID coach items, MEMU 3 Phase coaches medication 

advices timely sent to Stores. 

 

 Cut-in point decided for LHB SCN coaches with Honey Comb Partition Frames & LHB Non AC Chair 

Car (108 seater) coaches as 01.04.2021 with timely advice to Stores. 

 

 Cut-in point for LHB SLR coaches (31 seater) decided as 01.07.2021 with timely advice to Stores. 

 
6.3.2 Disposal of Non-Moving items : Excess Stock/Non-Moving coach items of total value of 

Rs.18,65,602/- have been utilized. Details are as follows 

 

6.3.3 Utilization of excess stock of Chair Angle set procured for LHB DSLR with under slung power pack    
coaches to PL No. 33571879- the potential Non moving material worth Rs. 502698/- 

6.3.4 Utilization of excess stock of Hinges to PL No. 33595616- the potential Non moving material worth Rs. 
491276 /-  

6.3.5 Utilization of excess stock of Sticker for Emergency Openable Window (With Braille Script) ,PL No. 
32981302- the Non moving material worth Rs. 84772.8/-  

6.3.6 Utilization of excess stock of Pillar Assembly procured for LHB 2Tier & Composite coaches to PL No. 
33574595- the Non moving material worth Rs. 128520 /-  

6.3.7 Utilization of excess stock of Door Pillar Panel procured for LHB GS coaches to PL No. 33594776- the 
potential Non moving material worth Rs. 171136 /- 

6.3.8 Utilization of Non Moving Set of SS Items for Ceiling of LWCBAC coach to PL No. 33595756 - the 23 
c/set of Non moving material under PLNO 33595756  

6.3.9 Utilization of Non Moving Material to PL No. 33596130 - Non moving material worth Rs. 487200 /-  
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6.4 Preparation of Material Schedule for the year 2021-22. 
 

            Mechanical 
 

Category No. of Indents Value (Rs.) 

A 101 21,35,20,39,447 

B 149   3,16,14,81,954 

C 822   1,30,06,38,651 

L 171         41,13,589 

Total 1243 25,81,82,73,641 

 
            Electrical 

 

Category No. of Indents Value (Rs.) 

A 27 5,42,21,94,705 

B 30    61,97,42,857 

C 160    25,81,78,958 

L 33          7,05,784 

Total 250 6,30,08,22,304 

 
Total value for Mechanical and Electrical items (A) + (B) is Rs. 32,11,90,95,945/- .(Material Schedule 
generated for a total of 1857 coaches (All items for 1779 coaches and Raw Material for 78 nos. LWSGS 
AC coaches).) 
 
 

6.5 Procurement of Staff Safety Items for 2020-21: 
 

  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

S.No No. of items Value (in Rs) 

1 50 5,39,87,678 
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6.6 Supply of Essential Spares (2020-21) 
 
To ensure trouble free service of RCF manufactured coaches, supply of indented essential spares for 
LHB Coaches was ensured to Railway/non-Railway customers as below: - 
 

SPARES SUPPLIED TO OTHER RAILWAYS DURING 2020-21 

S.No Zonal 
Railwa

y 

From Stores      
(In Rs.) 

FIAT Bogie Under 
RSP/ Assistance 

LHB Wheel Sets 
under RSP/ 
Assistance 

Total Cost   
(In Rs.) 

Total 
Cost                  

(Rs. In 
Crores) ‘A’ Qty Value ‘B’ Qty Value ‘C’ (A+B+C) 

1 CR 39,02,157 -- -- 40 1,70,00,000 2,09,02,157 2.090 

2 ECOR 1,45,06,218 11 3,77,82,019 -- -- 5,22,88,237 5.229 

3 ECR --- 8 2,38,37,458 -- -- 2,38,37,458 2.384 

4 ER 98,30,928 18 5,12,16,951 -- -- 6,10,47,879 6.105 

5 NCR 7,81,714 18 5,81,88,302 12 51,00,000 6,40,70,016 6.407 

6 NER 2,12,09,512 27 8,66,65,081 -- -- 10,78,74,593 10.787 

7 NFR --- 12 3,87,89,832 -- -- 3,87,89,832 3.879 

8 NR 18,72,86,509 21 6,47,93,776 -- -- 25,20,80,285 25.208 

9 NWR 44,19,302 -- -- 20 85,00,000 1,29,19,302 1.292 

10 SCR 2,28,43,470 2 29,50,220 -- -- 2,57,93,690 2.579 

11 SECR 46,045   6 25,50,000 25,96,045 0.260 

12 SER 2,97,039     2,97,039 0.030 

13 SR 42,47,034     42,47,034 0.425 

14 SWR 1,86,30,899     1,86,30,899 1.863 

15 WCR 45,09,937 8 2,26,38,958   2,71,48,895 2.715 

16 WR 78,76,009 19 5,64,83,892   6,43,59,901 6.436 

 TOTAL        
(1-16) 

30,03,86,773 
 

144 44,33,46,489 
 

78 3,31,50,000 
 

77,68,83,262 
 

77.688 
 

17 RBL 37,16,70,106     37,16,70,106 37.167 

18 ICF 83,79,177     83,79,177 0.838 

19 DMW 1,73,55,155     1,73,55,155 1.736 

20 Others 27,82,149     27,82,149 0.278 

 TOTAL      
(17-20) 

39,74,04,438 
 

    39,74,04,438 
 

39.740 
 

21 Free 
Spares 
Mech. 
Items 

     46,98,131 
 

0.470 
 

22 Free 
Spares 
Elect. 
Items 

     1,08,56,133 
 

1.086 
 

23 04 set of High HP Traction Motor and Wheel Sets 
for MEMU/DMC to SWR 

  1,30,98,218 
 

1.310 
 

 Grand 
Total 

69,77,91,211 144 44,33,46,489 78 3,31,50,000 1,20,29,40,182 120.29 
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                                DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 
 
1.0 MAJOR NEW COACH DESIGN/COACH MODIFICATION FINALISED IN 2020-21:  
 

 

(a) LHB EOG AC 3-Tier for Mail/Express Coaches 
 

(b) LHB EOG AC 3 Tier Economy Coaches 

(c) LHB EOG AC 2-Tier for Mail/Express Coaches 

(d) LHB EOG AC Composite Coaches for Mail/Express Trains 

(e) LHB NAC Chair Car for Mail/Express Coaches 

(f) LHB AC 3-Tier cum Luggage & Brake Van with Compartment for Divyangjan (HOG 

Compliant) Coaches. 

(g) Design Of LHB NAC EOG/HOG Compliant Brake Cum Luggage van With Compartment For 

Divyangjan Passengers 

(h) LHB EOG AC GS Coach (without partition frames) 

(i) LHB Motor cum Parcel Van (with End Loading Doors) 

(j) LHB 2nd AC Chair Car for Mail/Exp Trains (without Pantry) 

 

2.0       LHB EOG AC 3 TIER ECONOMY COACHES: 
 

As per Production Programme 2020-21, RCF has to manufacture 273 LWACCNE (AC 3 Tier 
Economy) coaches. In reference to Railway Board’s instructions, RCF has prepared a new layout 
having following features: 
 

            The Concept & Development 
 

The 83-berth layout on the LHB AC-3 Tier platform was conceptualized by RCF Kapurthala in 
January – March 2020. This was developed with the objective of maximizing passenger space and 
improving passenger Comfort. The go ahead for the project was given by Railway Board in May 2020. 

 
The following major design improvements are planned- 
 
1.  Redesign of the electrical panels to reduce footprint on the passenger deck, releasing additional    

floor space for passenger use. 
 
            2.  Redesign of the coach layout to optimally utilize the released space as below: 

     a.   Increased   passenger   capacity  to 83 from the existing 72. 
b.   Provision of an enabling entrance and compartment for divyangjan with wheel chair access. 
c.   Provision  of  divyangjan  friendly   toilet  with  wheelchair access. 
 

3. The following design improvements have also been made for improving passenger comfort- 
a.  Redesign of the AC ducting by providing individual vents for all berths. 
b. Improved and modular design of seats and berths to improve comfort, reduce  weight and      

improve maintenance friendliness. 
c. Improved passenger conveniences in form of foldable snack tables in both longitudinal and       

transverse bays, injury free spaces and holders for water bottles, mobile phone and magazines. 
d. Individual reading lights and mobile charging points for each berth. 
e. Ergonomically improved design of ladder for accessing the middle and upper  berths 
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 f.  Increased headroom in the middle and upper berths 
 g. Improved design of the Indian and the Western style lavatories. 
 

4.  Ambience and ease of access has been improved by 
a.   Aesthetically pleasing and ergonomic entrance 
b.   Luminescent aisle markers 
c.   Illuminated berth indicators integral with night lights with luminescent berth numbers. 
 

5.  Improved fire safety by ensuring compliance to world benchmark of EN45545- 2 HL3 for materials. 
a.   Staggered transverse and longitudinal cabins provided to accommodate 10.5 transverse 

cabins and 10 longitudinal cabins. 
b.   Standardized wider windows of size 1180 x 760 & 680x760 to be provided similar to LWACCW       

coaches. 
c.   Standard doors of 825mm provided on one end and 920mm door provided on PP end. 
d.   Under-slung Switch Board Cabinet provided with on-board display control unit provided in the 

doorway near half cabin. 
e. Attendant berth provided in doorway on NPP end. 
f. No linen room provided. 

 
              6. Four lavatories provided including two Western style and two Indian style   similar to LWACCW 

coaches.      

 

3.0  LHB EOG AC GS COACH  ( WITHOUT  PARTITION  FRAMES ): 
 

In order to develop LHB coaches with high level of comforts to passengers, Railway Board has advised 
RDSO to develop AC variants of General Coaches (AC LS) in close coordination with RCF on priority. In 
view of above, RCF has prepared a new layout of AC LS coach with following features: 
 
a.   Carrying capacity of 100 passengers. 
b.   Three body side doors aside.  
c.    Modular seats with 4+1 seating pattern. 
d.    Having no partition frames between cabin. 
e.    Longitudinal luggage racks provided on both sides. 
f.     Sliding compartment doors provided 
g.   Provision of CCTV, VESDA and PAPIS. 
h.   10T RMPU on both PP and NPP side. 

 

 
4.0 LHB AC 3-TIER CUM LUGGAGE & BRAKE VAN WITH COMPARTMENT FOR DIVYANGJAN 

(HOG COMPLIANT) COACHES: 
 

Railway Board has instructed to manufacture HOG Compliant LHB AC 3-Tier cum Luggage & Brake 
Van with Compartment for Divyangjan passengers. RDSO has asked RCF to develop a new layout for 
the same. A new layout for the subject coach has been developed. Salient features of this coach are as 
under: 
 
1. Three cabins of berths in AC 3-Tier pattern have been provided after doorway on one end has 

been provided with passenger capacity of 24. 
2. Two numbers of lavatories have been provided on one end for AC 3-Tier area.  
3. An AC Compartment for Divyangjan passengers has been provided in the middle with 

capacity of 2 passengers to sleep along with two attendants in one cabin. Divyangjan 
compartment is connected with AC 3-Tier area with door. 

4. A bigger lavatory has been provided in the Divyangjan compartment for Divyangjan 
passengers. 

5. An AC Crew Room has been provided adjacent to Divyangjan passenger compartment with 
connecting door in Divyangjan passenger compartment. 

6. Guard compartment with Guard lavatory, Dog Box and Hand Brake has been provided on the 
other end.  
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7. Guard compartment is air-conditioned by 1.5 ton RMPU as provided earlier in Garib Rath 

Power cars. 
8. Luggage compartment has been provided adjacent to Guard compartment with a capacity of 

4 tonnes. 
 

5.0 DESIGN OF LHB NAC EOG/HOG COMPLIANT BRAKE CUM LUGGAGE VAN WITH 
COMPARTMENT FOR DIVYANGJAN PASSENGERS: 

 
Railway Board has directed to manufacture Brake-cum-luggage Car on LHB Platform. RDSO has issued 
layout number CSC-1844 alt-1for LHB NAC/EOG/HOG compliant Brake-cum-Luggage van with 
compartment for Divyangjan passengers. Based on this layout, RCF has prepared a new layout with 
provision of wider windows. Salient features of this coach are as under: 
 
1. These coaches are designed for use with HOG. 
2. An NAC Compartment for Divyangjan passengers has been provided with capacity of 2 

passengers to sleep along with two attendants in one cabin on pattern of under-slung SLRD 
coaches. 

3. Passenger compartment with 31 seating capacity and two lavatories has been provided as 
per RDSO layout.  

4. A bigger lavatory has been provided in the Divyangjan compartment for Divyangjan 
passengers on pattern of under-slung SLRD coaches. 

5. A NAC Crew Room has been provided adjacent to Guard’s compartment with access door in 
Guard compartment. 

6. Guard compartment with Guard lavatory, Dog Box and Hand Brake has been provided on the 
one end having vestibule.  

7. Luggage compartment with a capacity of 4 tonnes has been provided on the other end. 
 

6.0. POST COVID-19 COACH DESIGN 
 
 Post  COVID-19 passenger coach design have been developed for both AC and Non AC coaches and 

two such coaches  (LWACCN, Coach No.202471 and LSCN, Coach No.202382) have been turned 
out on 14.07.2020 to NW Rly.  

 
 New designs have been incorporated in following areas: 
 

A. Hands free passenger amenities  
B. Copper coating on handles 
C. Plasma air purification 
D. Notices and monograms 
E. Titanium dioxide coating on interior surfaces 
 

 In AC Coaches, foot operated wash basin tap, soap dispenser have been provided inside the lavatory 
& entrance area (hands free design).Foot operated flush valve in all the lavatories has been also 
provided to avoid hand touch by passengers while using lavatory.Copper coated entrance handrail, 
turning latches, vestibule door hand holds and grab rail etc. enable passenger touch surfaces 
resistant to bacteria and viruses.Similarly, in Non AC coaches foot operated wash basin tap, soap 
dispenser & flush valves have been provided. Also various passenger touch hand holds are copper 
coated to minimize virus and bacteria effect. Further, as special measures, a plasma air equipment in 
AC Coach has been installed for air purification & air sterilization of surfaces and air . In Non AC 
Coaches, Titanium Di-oxide coating has been done on all interior surfaces of passenger area and 
same coating has also been provided in entrance area.Compartment and lavatory doors of both the 
coaches have been provided with forearm operated handles and foot operated door plates. 
 

6.1 HAND FREE AMENITIES IN LAVATORY: 
 

 Foot operated tap 

 Foot operated soap dispenser  

 Foot operated flush valve 

 Forearm operated handle inside lavatory door.  

 Injury free PVC sleeve provided on handle 
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 Foot operated door locking latch provided inside lavatory door  

 Foot operated door plate for opening of door 
 

 

 
 

 
 
6.2 COPPER COATING ON HANDLES: 

 

 Entrance handrail 

 Vestibule door handles 

 Vestibule door opening handle 

 Grab handle in lavatory 

 Lavatory door latch 
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6.3  PLASMA AIR PURIFICATION: 
 

 Provision of Plasma Air Equipment in AC duct  

 Sterilization of air and surfaces inside the AC coach using ionised air to make the coach    
Covid-19 and particulate matter resistant  

 Improvement in ion concentration from 100 ions/cm3 to more than 6000 ions/cm3 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
    
 
 
 
             
 
 
 
 
6.4 NOTICES AND MONOGRAMS: 

 Notices and monograms depicting COVID-19 safety 
precautions have been affixed to guide the 
passengers. 
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6.5 TITANIUM DIOXIDE COATING: 
 

 Nano structured Titanium Dioxide Coating functions as photoactive 
material.  

 Eco-friendly water-based coating that kills viruses, bacteria, mould, 
and fungal growth; and most importantly enhances indoor air 
quality.  

 TiO2 is considered to be a safe substance, and is harmless to 
humans.  

 Coating applied on washbasins, seats & berths, snack table, 
luggage racks, glass window, floor, virtually every surface that 
comes in human contact.  

 
 

7.0 Jigs, Fixtures, Gauges and Templates: 
 

 Twenty eight types of Jigs, Fixtures, Gauges and Templates designed and developed for productivity 
and quality improvement of various coach components during the year 2020-21. 

 
8.0 NEW DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENTS: 
 
8,1 LVPH-Mark-II Coach: 

 
8.1.1 In order to achieve optimum carrying capacity of LVPH, a new light weight Luggage Rack has been 

developed by re-designing the luggage rack having following features: 
 

(a) Stainless steel tubular frame of size 20x40 provided all-around. 
(b) C-Channels of 40x10 provided inside the frame for luggage loading. 
(c) Mounting arrangement has been kept same as in earlier design. 
(d) There is a weight reduction of approx. 740 Kg. 

 
8.1.2 Redesigning of Luggage rack supporting Brackets: 
    

The Luggage rack Supporting Brackets have been redesigned to have lower weight. It has resulted 
into weight saving of 160 kg. 
 

8.1.3 Paneling and Moulding: 
 

The requirement of Side wall paneling and Moulding was critically analyzed  and it was found that 
these can be eliminated without loss of any functionality. The Paneling & moulding of side wall  have 
been completely removed except Doorway areas and End wall Paneling. It will help in tare weight 
reduction by 417.7 kg. 
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8.1.4 Ceiling Panel:  
 

Value engineering was carried out in the design of the Ceiling Panels and  the thickness of Paneling 
of Ceiling has been reduced from 1.25 mm to 1 mm and resulted into saving of 185 kg of Weight. 
 

8.1.5 Flooring Design: 
 

The compreg Board of 12 mm has been eliminated as similar to Power Car luggage area flooring. It 
has resulted into weight saving of 1050kg. 
 

8.2 Modification in Door Frame Paneling of LHB Antyodaya & NAC Chair Car: 
 

In order to streamline the fixing of Door frame paneling, panels adjacent to attachmen`1t wall have been 
made part of attachment wall which will result in proper fixing of the same as earlier these panels and 
attachment walls were provided at the different stages which often resulted in mismatch with attachment 
wall.  
 

8.3 3D Solid Models for Shell of LHB Coaches:- 
 

        3D Solid Models of following coaches have been developed as per given below   details:-  
a)  AC 3Tier Coaches 
b) Low Noise Power Car 
c) AC/Chair Car 
d) SCN Coach with wider window 
e) LVP Coach   

 
8.4 Development of Integrated Security Disc with Phonic Wheel:- 
 

Zonal Railways had reported CTRB's failures due to breakage of M8x35 bolts used for mounting of 
phonic wheel on security disc. A design of integrated security disc with phonic wheel has been 
developed and fitment trial was carried out successfully in shop. Joint note for fitment trial has also 
been made. Drawing no. MI007511 of integrated security disc with phonic wheel sent to RDSO for 
examining and taking further necessary action in this regard. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8.5 Switchover to Double Ferrule fittings: 
 

As per MOM of CDE's meeting held on 11.11.2019 at Railway Board, complete switchover to double 
ferrule fittings from single ferrule fittings in all LHB coaches is to be implemented. Accordingly 
revised drawings have been prepared and procurement for the double ferrule is under process. 

 
 

8.6 Development of fully suspended traction motor for FIAT bogie: 
 

It has been decided in GM meeting to develop a motorized FIAT bogie fitted with fully suspended 
traction motor. Drawing showing space envelope including minimum clearance for fully suspended 
traction motor to be fitted in FIAT bogie has been prepared. Elect. Design is requested for inviting EOI  
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from Electric propulsion suppliers for developing modified fully suspended traction motor as per 
available space envelop mentioned in above drawing.  

 
8.8  Trial of LHB Non-AC GS coaches with 6mm thick TPU Rings: 
 

RDSO has advised to eliminate spring breakage cases and control arm lug breakage cases in LHB 
Non-AC coaches and instructed for the following action: 
 

 To put 300 LHB Non AC GS coaches (150 in NR, 50 in CR & 100 in SWR) with air spring in 
secondary suspension under service trials. 

 To put 20 LHB Non AC GS coaches with air spring in secondary suspension manufactured by 
RCF under service trials in NR. 

 
Accordingly, drawing no. MI007580 for primary trials on 300 LHB Non AC GS coaches to RDSO 
drawing no. CG-20049 alt Nil has been prepared and sent to RDSO.RCF Planning was advised to 
procure TPU ring as per  RDSO drawing no. CG-20049 alt Nil for conducting trial in 20 LHB Non-AC 
GS coaches. Material has been received and under inspection. 

 
8.9 Failures in FIBA and Standardization of piping and clamping diagram/layout of piping for FIBA, 

Air spring and Air suspension control equipment: 
 

Zonal Railways has reported failures cases in piping arrangement of air suspension & FIBA. The 
matter has been examined and piping layout of air suspension & FIBA has been revised as per given 
below details: 

 
(i) Flexible hose pipe between Auxiliary Reservoir & leveling valve touches with the coach 
body and has sharp bend :- 
 
Steel pipe provided on under frame for connecting flexible hose to leveling valve has been redesigned 
and shifted towards end of coach. Elbow has been provided on leveling valve to ensure smooth loop 
which is not touching with  car body.  The photographs of old and new design is as under :- 
 

Old Design New Design 

 
 

 

      
 

(ii) Piping Between leveling valve and Dome cum air reservoir of FIAT bogie’s bolster : 
 
Piping layout between leveling valve and Dome cum air reservoir of FIAT bogie’s bolster has been 
revised resulted into reduction of bulk head union from 04 to 02 nos & bracket for clamping pipe is 
eliminated. The photographs for old design and modified piping layout between leveling valve & dome 
cum air reservoir are given below for ready reference.  
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OLD DESIGN NEW DESIGN 

  

 
(iii) Failure of ferrule joint of flexible hoses for FIBA : 

 
This failure may be due to following reasons :- 
 

 Relative movement of bogie frame with respect to bogie bolster / underframe  
 Grazing of flexible hose with steel pipe for connection of leveling valve.  

 
To solve this problem, the piping arrangement provided on brake beam of FIAT bogie frame has been 
shifted to bogie bolster. Hub flange of underframe and pin bracket of FIAT bogie bolster will work as a 
single unit after carrying out body bogie connection. Therefore, this modification will result into no 
movement between joints of flexible hoses whose one end is connected to FIBA piping provided on 
underframe and other end connected with piping of  bogie bolster. 
 
Steel Pipe to be connected with leveling valve through flexible hose has also been redesigned and 
shifted towards coach end. This shifting resulted into clearance between flexible hoses and steel 
pipes. Moreover, loop of flexible hose is become smoothened by providing additional modified pipe 
with tee of duplex valve piping which is not touching to car body pipe.  
 

                                                    OLD DESIGN 
 

 
Flexible Hose removed                                                              

Pipe shifted to bogie bolster 

 

Flexible Hose 
shifted to bolster 

piping                                                      

Bracket 
eliminated  

Bulk head union 

eliminated  
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                                                               NEW DESIGN 

 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 
                                            

(iv) Protection cover for installation lever : 
 

To avoid damaging of air suspension control leveling valve (lever and control rod) modified cover has 
been developed and issued to shop. Continuous slot was provided in protection cover plate to cover the 
leveling valve. This cover plate design has been reviewed and three slots provided in place of single slot 
and modified drawing no.LW36173 alt 'd' for same has been issued. 
 
 

New piping layout shifted from 

bogie frame to bolster  

Flexible Hoses for FIBA  

New clamping bracket 
Flexible Hoses for 
FIBA  

New pipe provided for 

smooth loop of flexible hose  

New Clamping bracket with 

‘C’ type clamping  

Bracket is 
eliminated                                            

Plumbing pipes to be shifted 

upward on  pp end 
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Old Design New Design 

 
 

                    
(v)  Coach Alteration Instructions to avoid failures in piping arrangement of air   suspension and 

FIBA in the running coaches: 
 
CAI for implementation of revised piping layout has also been prepared and issued to Zonal Railways 
vide letter no MD21561 dated 15.02.2021. 

 
 
8.10 Modification in Interior Notices of all types of LHB coaches: 
 

In reference to recommendations of SAG committee for system improvement after firing incident on 
Train no. 22416 (AP Express), PU’s were asked to ensure provision of ‘NO SMOKING’ stickers in the 
train and toilets. In order to ensure compliance of the same, drawings of Interior notices of all the 
coaches have been modified to incorporate ‘No Smoking’ stickers in all the lavatories.  Modified 
drawings have been issued to Shops for regular fitment which will result in improved safety of the 
coaches. 
 

8.11 Modification in Ladder for AC and Non-AC Sleeper coaches: 
 

At present the upper berth climbing PU cladded ladders are being used. But due to continuous 
complaints regarding peeling-off of the PU cladding of the ladders, the SS ladders without PU cladding 
provided in all AC and Non-AC sleeper coaches and drawings have been issued. 

 
8.12  Bio-Digester toilet system with DRDE Technology: 
 

 RCF is turning out all the coaches fitted with bio-tanks since December'2015. Total 28856 bio-toilets 
have been fitted in 9934 coaches till March'2021. The year-wise details of fitment of bio-tanks are as 
under:  
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8.13 Non Moving Items Cleared: 
 

Total 102 no's of Non moving items of Shell & Bogie with cumulative cost of 6,18,59,366 has been 
examined jointly by survey committee and has been issued in June 2020 
 

9.0 DEVELOPMENT OF NEW SPECIFICATION/REVISION OF CURRENT SPECIFICATION: 
 
 In continuous effort to improve the quality of the coach and coach components twenty seven technical 

specification were developed or revised. 
 
 
10.0 PSLS OF LHB AND MEMU COACHES: 
 

44 PSLs for LHB and MEMU coaches issued to Planning department for initiating procurement process 
of material for year 2021-22. 
 

10.0     PILOT SAMPLE CASES: 
 

During the year 2020-21, Design office disposed off 153 pilot sample (First article) cases pertaining to 
Shell, Bogie and furnishing items. 
 

11.0 CAPACITY CUM CAPABILITY ASSESSMENT OF VENDORS: 
 
Design has been carrying out capacity cum capacity assessment of vendors for Vendor Registration 
cases & Development order cases received from Stores. During the year 2020-21, 137 vendor 
registration cases and 255 development order cases were disposed off by Design office. 
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    PLANT MAINTENANCE 
 

1.0 ASSETS  

CNC Machines                                                      74         
Non-CNC Machines                                             197 
CO2 Welding Sets                                                  720 
Arc Welding Sets                                                     90 
Non CNC Machine (Paint Equipment and Booth)   89 
EOT Crane                                                              55 
 

2.0   MACHINERY & PLANT AVAILIBILTY   

 
 

         CNC Machines                                                   97.31% 

          Non-CNC Machines                                           99.08% 

          Welding Sets                                                      96.97% 

         Material Handling Equipments 
 
          EOT Cranes and Traversers                           99.45% 
 

Fork Lift Trucks, Road Mobile                          96.45% 

          Crane, Rail cum Road Vehicle  
          and Side Loaders   
 
3.0   CONSUMPTION 

 
        Consumption of LPG                                     48697 Kg 
        Consumption of CO2                                                        470044 Kg 

Consumption of Elec.         8705683 KWH  
 in Workshop area 

 

4.0   UTILIZATION OF FUND UNDER PLAN HEAD 4100 FOR THE YEAR 2020-21 
                     (Figure in Crores of `) 

 
 

Pink 
Book No. 

वििरण  

Description 
 

Revised Budget 
Grant 

Expenditure 
During 2020-21 

%age Utilization w.r.t 
Funds allotted in Revised 
Budget Grant 

23.3.1 M&P Under CAP 13.93 15.88 114.03 

23.3.2 M&P Under DRF 22.17 23.06 104.02 

 M&P Under RRSK  6.07 
6.06 

99.99 

               TOTAL 42.17 45.00 106.71 

 
 

5.0  IMPORTANT NEW MACHINERY & PLANT  COMMIISSIONED IN 2020-21 
 
5.1  30 nos. Mig Mag Welding Sets supplied by M/s Kempii, Finland have been commissioned on 29.06.2020    

and PTC issued on 11.08.2020. 
 
5.2 170 nos. Mig Mag Welding Sets supplied by M/s Migatronics, Denmark have been commissioned on 

19.08.2020 and PTC issued on 21.09.2020.  
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5.3  02 nos. Ultrasonic Sewing Machine supplied by M/s Swastik Mechanical and Electrical Engineers, Sirhind 
has been commissioned on 15.04.2020. 

 
5.4  01 no. XRF Analyzer supplied by M/s Lab India Analytical Instruments Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai has been 

commissioned on 04.03.2021. 
 
5.5  01 no. Automatic Biochemistry Analyzer supplied by M/s Poct Services Ltd., Lucknow has been 

commissioned on 15.01.2021.    
 
5.6  01 no. Haematology Analyzer supplied by M/s Poct Services Ltd., Lucknow has been commissioned on 

15.01.2021. 
 
5.7  01 no. Water Cooled Screw Chiller Cap.-190 TR supplied by M/s Arctic Engineering services, New Delhi 

has been commissioned on 31.12.2020. 
 

 
6.0    IMPORTANT   MACHINES  EXPECTED TO BE RECEIVED IN 2021-22 

 CNC Shearing Centre 4000X2000 

 CNC Axle Turning Lathe Machine 

 EOT crane 5 Ton- 18 nos. 

 EOT crane 10 Ton- 04 nos. 

 CNC Shearing Machine 6X1500 

 CNC Top Spindle Moulder machine 

 190 TR Chiller 

 Electric Surface Traverser- 80 Ton 

7.0    ACHIEVEMENTS 

The main achievement of Plant Group has been in ensuring very high level of availability of M&P above 

95 % for CNC machines & above 99 % for non CNC machines despite the fact that most of these M&P 

have already completed their codal life. Total asset value of M&P is Rs. 498 cr. However total funds 

consumed to maintain these assets were only Rs. 16.5 cr. which is 3.31% of asset value. High 

availability with very low cost of maintenance (excluding staff costs) demonstrates capability of Plant 

Group in ensuring in-house maintenance at economical cost. In the process, very large no. of 

innovative methods have been used which include use of alternative spares, in–house manufacture of 

spares where no trade services were available and rebuilding of some failed elements of old M&P to 

restore them in working order. Some such successful efforts are listed below: 

 

7.1   To implement COVID19 protocol, a disinfection spray chamber with spray system fabricated and installed 

at RCF gate no. 3 for vehicles and machinery entering RCF premises. 
 
7.2   Painting of 105 Nos. Machines of Wheel Shop, Sheet Metal Shop, Bogie Shop, Carpentry Shop, Tool 

Room, MW Shop  renewed & provided new look. It has created positive vibes & pleasant working 

conditions on the shop floor. 

  
7.3   Column of CNC Press Brake 800 Ton had developed a crack in the load bearing Column. The crack was 

repaired by carrying out proper surface preparation, welding and providing additional support plates. 

This machine is working successfully for manufacturing trough floor, roof sheet and 6 mm sole bar.  
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7.4  CNC Press Brake 800 ton (Hudong) was manufacturing only sole bar of 6 mm and 8 mm and  
manufacturing of  trough floor , roof sheet was not successful because of size variation in multi bend 
operations. Team from China could not visit because of COVID-19 restrictions. Arranged rectification of 
the software issues through remote diagnostics. Machine is now successfully manufacturing vital coach 
components such as sole bar 6MM, 8MM, corrugated Trough floor and Roof Sheets. 

   

7.5   Proof of concept demonstration  to eliminate FIBA Device and large number of rigid steel pipes in LHB 

coaches: 

Plant deptt. designed a circuit and  proto type trial  of the same conducted  on one of the 3AC coach in 

Finishing shop in which FIBA was by passed. In the new designed system 04 Pressure switches fixed 

one on each air spring of both bogies on vent port as per photograph attached. The pressure switches 

pre-set at 1 kg/cm
2
 pressure and connected electrically in series with the 24 volts supply of VESDA 

(Automatic Smoke Detection System) to the brake valve.The FIBA device is bypassed completely by 

operating the knob in side of coach in FIBA control box so that BP is not dropped through FIBA control 

box.The pressure switches remain normally closed  (NC) and when pressure of any switch drops below 

1 kg/cm2 of particular Air system  due to leakage, its feedback changes from NC to NO. The feedback 

of particular pressure switch from NC to NO immediately opens the VESDA brake valve, drops the 

Brake Pipe pressure and brake is applied. The Brake pipe pressure indicator which is gravity operated 

changes from green to red.The feedback of each pressure switch can also be displayed electrically 

through a LED Indicator so that air system failure in a particular bogie can be observed. 
 

7.6    Laser resonator (Fanuc Japan Make )  fitted in CNC Laser Profile Cutting Machine (LVD –I) overhauled 

by procuring necessary spares and in-house efforts by the Maintenance team. The overhauling involved 

replacement of worn out discharge tubes, optics and precision alignment of optics. Project was 

completed in seven days and OEM had asked for shut down of 15 days. It has saved Rs. 15 lac 

Reliability of vital M&P has been ensured. 
 
7.7 16 nos. Fork lift trucks and 04 nos. IVS have been re-painted. 
 
7.8 Painting of 20 nos. machines of Tool Room Shop, Bogie Shop, Furnishing Shop & Carpentary Shop 

renewed & provided new look. It has created positive vibes & pleasant working conditions on the shop 

floor. 

 
7.9     Old Coach Shifting Traversor shifted with electrical connection to new location in old paint shop. 

 

7.10   Ladder with platform provided on shower testing rig on line no. 2 of finishing shop. 
  

8.0   FOREIGN EXCHANGE SAVINGS: 

        Foreign Exchange Savings on account of repair  of PCBs for the year 2020-21 is approximately Rs.55.27 
Lakh. 
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 QUALITY ASSURANCE 
 
At Rail Coach Factory, a solid foundation for quality assurance of the product has been laid under ISO-9001 

by ensuring proper process control through working instructions, self inspections, inspection of bought out 

items by third party, audit inspection by RCF, regular calibration of jigs, fixtures and gauges, adequate training 

of staff and effective maintenance of machinery and plant. 

 

1.0    QUALITY ASSURANCE IN PRODUCTION SHOPS 
 
Quality Control staff carries out inspections at the nominated check points during coach manufacturing like 

final clearance of shell, bogie, painted shell and furnished coach and at few other intermediate stages. At all 

the other stages, the concept of self inspection by production staff is practiced, wherein after completion of the  

stage work, production staff carries  out inspection of the work done and records results on Self Inspection 

Proformas (SIPs). SIPs are available for each stage of manufacturing for all types of coaches (barring only 

prototypes). 

 

Major efforts of Quality Department are directed towards ensuring effective implementation of the laid down 

Quality Systems. 

 
 
2.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR BOUGHT OUT ITEMS 
 
Critical items are procured only from approved sources.  Sources of critical/ safety items are approved as per 

laid down procedure based on the suppliers’ past performance in terms of delivery and quality.  All purchase 

data is available on mainframe and suitable software has been developed for calculation of vendor rating. For 

all other items also, vendor rating is taken as a guide during placement of orders. 

For all critical items, quality assurance plans have been drawn out and given to suppliers and inspecting 

agencies. For specific critical/safety items to be supplied by new vendors, pilot samples are checked/ 

validated before bulk supplies are offered by the firm, the jigs & fixtures at the firms premises are checked for 

adequacy before commencement of manufacturing. Vendors are counseled from time to time for improvement 

in their products. Process audits at vendor premises are also being conducted for improving quality of end 

product. 

 

Most of the bought out items are received after RITES inspection. A system of daily monitoring and audit 

checks on random basis on received items exists, which enables keeping a close watch on pre-inspected 

materials.  Regular meetings are held with RITES in connection with quality of bought out items. 

 
 
3.0 M&C LABORATORY 
 
RCF has a full-fledged M&C Lab with facilities for mechanical testing, chemical testing, testing of 

microstructure, testing of paints, radiography, testing of rubbers and plastics, gases and environmental 

testing.  Inspection is carried out by highly educated and qualified staff. A total of 3773 items were inspected 

by M&C lab in 2020-21.  Rs 20,81,801/- (approx) were earned as test charges during this year for third party 

testing.  

 

RITES inspectors frequently use RCF’s Lab for aiding their inspection work.   

 
4.0 METROLOGY LABORATORY  
 

This lab lays down the quality plans for calibration of inspection equipments, other than electrical instruments, 

including addressing the traceability requirements to national/international standards. During 2020-21, 

Metrology Lab carried out calibration of 206 nos. of jigs & fixtures, 1291 nos. of measuring tapes & 1119 nos.  
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of inspection equipment & gauges.  Calibration assistance is also given to other Railway units 504 nos. of 

inspection equipment from other railway units were also calibrated. Rs. 9,91,087/- approx. were earned as 

calibration charges during the year from Railways units. 

 
5.0 CUSTOMER SERVICE CELL 
 

RCF also has a ‘Customer Service Cell’ to maintain close liaison with the Zonal Railways. Zonal Railways can 

also lodge coach related complaints/ warranty claims at RCF website www.rcf.indianrailways.gov.in. All the 

complaints received are registered and after scrutiny, warranty claims are raised by servicing cell for items 

falling under warranty. Complaints are analyzed for taking further corrective and preventive action. Total 428 

complaints were received during the year 2020-21. A total of 387 warranty cases have been settled, out of 

which 102 were of previous year and  285  of year 2020-21.         

 

Summary  of  Customer  Complaints (upto March 2021) 
 

Type of Complaint Previous 
year pending 
complaints  

Complaints 
received in   
2020-21 

Total 
complaints  
2020-21 

Total 
complaints 
attended in 
2020-21 

Pending 
complaints 
2020-21 

Mechanical LHB 44 223 267 172 95 

Conv 12 48 60 59 01 

Electrical 46 157 203 156 47 

Total 102 428 530 387 143 

      

 
6.0 SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS: 
 
6.1     INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM(IMS) CERTIFICATION                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

 

                         
 
 

RCF is an ISO-9001 certificate holder since 1995. In July 1999, RCF became the first organization in the 

country to be awarded ISO-14001 certification for workshop as well as its residential complex and hospital. 

Today, RCF has been certified to IMS (Integrated Management System) including ISO 9001:2015 (Quality 

Management System), ISO 14001:2015 (Environment Management System) and OHSAS 18001:2007 

(Occupational Health and Safety Management System). RCF had been recertified to IMS in July 2018   for 

another three years i.e. up to 12/07/2021.  

 

 

 

http://www.rcf.indianrailways.gov.in/
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 CELEBRATION OF WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY: 

 

To create awareness amongst RCF staff and their families, tree plantation and exhibitions were 

organized at RCF on World Environment day on 05th June, 2021.  

 

                                                 
 

NABL Accreditation :  

M&C Lab (Spectro) and Metrology Laboratory of RCF are NABL certified since 2/12/2008 and 

11/2/2009 respectively. This accreditation is being maintained regularly since then. 

 

Implementation of Modern Management Techniques:  
 

 5S WORK PLACE MANAGEMENT : 

 

Modern quality tools such as 5-S and Quality Circles have been successfully implemented at RCF for 

achieving better house-keeping, workplace management and solving work related problems. RCF 

acquired ‘5S’ certificate from Quality Circle Forum of India (QCFI) on 24/07/2008 – a premier ‘5S’ 

certification body in India. RCF was the first unit in Indian Railways to acquire ‘5S’ certification.  Re-

certification Audit of RCF for 5S was conducted in April’19 by QCFI, Hyderabad.  Current Certification 

of 5S is valid up to April, 2022. 

 

 
 
 
 

                  
        QUALITY CIRCLES: 
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Quality Circles have been formed in various departments/shops/sections of RCF for solving their 

work related problems. At present, 39 Quality Circles are run by grass root level staff which includes 

technicians. By having Quality Circles both the management and workforce get benefitted as they 

contribute in improving the quality and keeping the workforce motivated. 

 

Certification for ISO 3834-2:2005 (Quality Requirements of Fusion Welding of Metallic 
Materials): 

 

RCF Kapurthala has been recently Certified for ISO3834-2:2005 (Quality Requirements of Fusion 

Welding of Metallic Materials) by Quality Research Organization in the month of September 2018. 

Current certification valid up to Sept, 2021. 2
nd

 Surveillance audit was conducted successfully in 

Aug’20. 

 

 

 

 

 Energy Management System :  
 
RCF has been certified to Energy Management System ISO 50001:2011 since May 22, 2017. Current 
certification is valid up to Jan’2024. 
 

 
    

 
 

 International Railway Industry Standard Certification : 
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RCF has obtained  IRIS Rev 3.0  certification on 03/03/2020 from M/s DNV-GL, NDLS valid up   to 

16/01/2023. RCF  has been  awarded  IRIS certificate in Bronze Category. Surveillance audit was 

conducted successfully in Jan 2021. 

 

 
 

Green Co Rating Certification :  
 
RCF has been certified with respect to Green rating certification and is placed in Bronze category as 

per GreenCo rating awarded by M/s CII in June 2019.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                  
                                                   PROJECTS  
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1.0 COMPLETE SWITCHOVER TO PRODUCTION OF STAINLESS STEEL COACHES AT 

RCF/KAPURTHALA – Phase-II : 
     
Railway Board have sanctioned this project as a new work in Pink Book 2011-12 at an estimated cost of Rs. 
130.24 Crore. Civil works have been completed. 44 M&P items were sanctioned, 20 items have been 
received, 02 under installation and commissioning, 24 items dropped. 
 
Progress of projects under PH-42 
 

SNo Project Sanction 
Cost 

Revised 
Estimated 
Cost 

Commulative 
Expenditure 
upto 31.03.21 

Status of Completion 

1. Complete switchover to 
Stainless steel 
coaches at RCF, 
Kapurthala, Phase-II  

130.24 Cr    87.26 Cr    70.21 Cr Total M&P items    = 44 
Dropped               = 24 
Received              = 20 
Civil work – Material 
Shed (84x40 mtr) 
completed.  
Target date is 
31.10.2021 
 Physical Progress   85% 
 Financial Progress  80% 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                   INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION :  

Information Technology department is responsible for smooth functioning of IT services in RCF. The 
department is headed by an SAG officer and supported by a team of IT professionals. RCF has 
developed its own ERP system covering activities related to Personnel, Accounts, Design, Planning, 
Stores, Electrical, Engineering, Workshop, Hospital and various other areas. IT department is responsible 
for procurement, distribution  and maintenance of IT equipments such as Servers, PCs, Printers, Network 
equipments, CAD equipments, Cartridges as well as other equipments required to run IT services such as 
internet leased lines, UPS, Precision AC, Fire fighting system etc. RCF Tilak Bridge Office at New Delhi is 
also connected via WAN to centralized server at RCF/HSQ office.  

2.0  ENHANCEMENT OF IT INFRASTRUCTURE DURING THE YEAR. 

2.1        Following major procurement were undertaken: 

2.1.1 Desktop PCs 113 nos. 

2.1.2 All in one PCs18 nos.  

2.1.3 Laptops (under GM Powers) 09 nos. 

2.1.4 Cost effective ink tank/ laser Printers. 

2.1.5 05 scanners for e-office. 

2.1.6 Up-gradation of 250 old Windows-7 PCs  to Windows-10  

2.1.7        low-range Servers for managing the growing activities of RCF and 02 mid-range servers for 
PKI software. 

2.1.8      Provisioning of 50 face scanner biometric machines for Time Attendance System along with    
50 CCTV cameras for the surveillance of Time Attendance System installed in Workshop.  

2.1.9   Procurement and installation of 02 Firewalls. 

 

3.0 AUGMENTATION ACTIVITIES IN RCF ERP SYSTEM 

 

3.1 Development and implementation of E-dispatch Note  

3.2 Prediction of material shortfall for next 03 month 

3.3 Development of digital R-Note/ RO. 

3.4 Implementation of module for accountal of material received in Kits. 

3.5 Module for Registration of persons for Covid-19 vaccination. 

3.6 Financial saving of Rs 43 Lakh in printers’ consumables. 

3.7 Generation of Vendor rating based on EPPPS classification.  

3.8 Automation for releasing/ forfeiting Bank Guaranties. 

3.9 Development of Module for payment of Family Pension through bank. 

3.10 Revision of Incentive Calculation Parameters in EICS. 

3.11 Program to generate & Print Identity Cards.  

3.12 Provision of on-line payment Rent Bills.  

3.13 Development of Visitor’s Gate Pass Module. 

3.14 Changes in Income Tax calculation module. 

3.15 Identification of material available in stock but ‘not required’ for a given year 

 

 

 

 

4.0    IMPORTANT IT INITIATIVES TAKEN DURING THE YEAR. 
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4.1     Development of module for accountal of material received in Kits:  

Till now, each item used in Furnishing shop has separate PL number and was accounted 
separately. Now, all the items used in Furnishing shop for LACCNE coaches are to be supplied 
under single PL and the payment has to be made on the basis of original single PL. However, the 
vendor has to segregate the items and supply the items in separate kit for each stage. A separate 
IT module has been developed in MMIS application for accountal of material supplied in the form 
of kits by creation of dummy PLs for kits and generation of dummy PO for kits and linkage with 
original PO. 

4.2     Renovation of IT Training Centre:  

Due to covid pandemic, the conducting of on-line trainings, seminars, presentations, meetings, 
demos have become the need of the hour. Hence, the IT Training Centre was got renovated. Now, 
apart from basic training infrastructure (table, chair, projector, white board etc), it is equipped with 
15 all-in-one PCs for conducting on-line training and hands on practice for participants. 

4.3     Module for Registration of persons for Covid-19 vaccination:  

A module has been developed for registration of eligible persons (availing medical facilities from 
LLRH) for Covid-19 vaccination. This module has been placed in ‘SEE’ as well as on ‘RCF 
Kapurthala’ Mobile Application. This will not only simplify the registration process but also facilitate 
the Medical Officers in generation of vaccination schedules & intimation to registered persons 
through SMS. 

4.4     Financial saving of Rs 43 Lakh in printers’ consumables:  

The consistent efforts of IT department towards reducing the printing cost (with introduction of ink 
tank printers) have resulted in saving of Rs 43 Lakh (57%) in current financial year (2020-21). The 
total cost of printers’ consumables in FY 2019-20 was around 75 lakh, whereas it is around 32 lakh 
in current financial year (2020-21). The similar practices should be replicated in Indian Railways to 
reduce the overall printing cost. 

4.5     Installation of Biometric Attendance and Surveillance System (BASS) in RCF Workshop:  

To comply the Railway Board direction for payment of incentive with enhanced rates, the 
conventional card-based attendance punching system has been replaced with face reader (touch 
free) cum finger scanner Biometrics Attendance System. This complete attendance system is 
under CCTV surveillance. The data of CCTV footage is stored centrally in IT Server Room for a 
period of about 02 months. Each Biometric device is under surveillance of 02 CCTV cameras 
where first camera focusing on ‘biometric device & second camera’ and the second camera 
focusing on ‘employees marking the attendance & first camera’.  

The biometrics (face & fingers) of all workshop employees have been registered on Biometric 
device through centralized server. The system is also capable to record the attendance in case the 
staff is posted from one shop to another. 

4.6      Launch of new web portal ‘https://pardarsy.railnet.gov.in’: 

In order to bring transparency in dealing with vendors (ie from tender notification to the payment to 
vendors), a new web portal https://pardarsy.railnet.gov.in (PARtners Direct Access & Registration 
SYstem) has been launched on 29.01.2021. A domain based SSL certificate has also been 
installed on this portal to secure its data and access. The following post PO activities have been 
made available to vendors through this portal. 

 Generation of dispatch note (with QR code) for dispatched material along with lorry & driver’s 
details. 

 Provision to capture the material detail at RCF workshop gate through QR code scanner and 
auto assignment of Ward Number & generation of Lorry Unloading Sequence. 

 Receipt of material at ward, generation of digitally signed R-Note/ Receipt Order (RO) and 
dispatch to vendor through auto e-mail. 

 

 

https://pardarsy.railnet.gov.in/
https://pardarsy.railnet.gov.in/
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 On-line submission of bills by vendor and payment to vendor. 

 Status of Pending Prototype. 

Its implementation has made the system transparent and eliminated/ reduced the human interface 
at critical areas (e.g. entry of lorry & material details at workshop gate, assigning the unloading 
sequence of lorries in each ward, dispatching the digital copy of RO to vendor, provision of on-line 
submission of bills by vendor etc.) in material supply & payment to vendors. It has also facilitated 
to track the material in transit. 

4.7      Implementation of E-bill:  

Earlier the vendors had to physically visit RCF to deposit the bills at an earmarked location to get 
the payment. It was very uncomfortable for vendors located in remote places. Now, a web-based 
system has been developed and placed on https://pardarsy.railnet.gov.in portal, through which, the 
bills can be submitted on-line by vendor from his own location using digital key instead of visiting 
RCF. The submitted bills are processed by Accounts department of RCF for payment. 

4.8      Provision of high speed internet at GM’s residence for video conferencing: 

 Due to bandwidth limitations of existing VDSL system, there was a requirement of enhanced 
internet bandwidth at GM’s residence, as video conferencing has to be conducted at odd hours as 
well as on holidays. To meet this requirement, Fiber Optic Cable of approximately 350 meters has 
been laid from equipment room (located Officers’ colony) to GM’s residence along with installation 
of other related equipments. With this, the internet bandwidth of around 250 Mbps is now available 
at GM’s residence. 

4.9      Augmentation of Internet bandwidth and recurring savings of Rs 55 Lakhs per annum:  

RCF has been using 2 Gbps internet bandwidth from Railtel and 400 Mbps internet bandwidth (as 
standby) from BSNL. After analyzing the usage of bandwidth, existing bandwidths have been 
rationalized. The Railtel bandwidth has been reduced to 1.5 Gbps and BSNL bandwidth has been 
increased from existing 400 Mbps to 1 Gbps, thereby the total 2.5 Gbps bandwidth is available 
now in place of earlier 2.4 Gbps. This has also resulted in saving of around Rs. 55 Lakks per 
annum as cost of Railtel bandwidth is higher than that of BSNL. 

4.10 Integrated complaints redressal Module in Mobile App:  

The existing RCF Mobile App has been augmented for lodging, viewing and managing the 
complaints related to the infrastructure of Civil, Electrical, S&T and IT department. Now, any 
employee can register the complaints related to above areas through his mobile from anywhere 
and can also view the status of his complaints. The past history of any complaint can also be 
viewed. This has facilitated the better redressal and monitoring of the complaints.  

4.11 Implementation of E-dispatch note: 

 The in-house developed ‘e-dispatch note’ web application has been implemented wef 15.10.2020, 
for all the vendors supplying material to RCF. To use this application, vendor has to create his 
login_id. The details of supplied material, along with information of lorry & driver are entered in the 
system. The e-dispatch note is generated with QR code, which is scanned through QR code 
scanner by RPF staff, posted at workshop gate, to capture the details of incoming material into the 
system. The ward and unloading sequence number of the lorry are assigning automatically at the 
time of entry of vehicle in workshop. The lorry receipt number is generated automatically at the 
press of a button in receipt branch. This has not only reduced the waiting time at workshop gate 
and depot but also facilitated the administration to get the information of in-transit material. 

4.12 Development of digital R-Note/RO:  

A web application has been developed and implemented to issue of digitally signed R-note/ RO to 
the vendors. This application uses the existing data of MMIS application with all mandatory checks. 
The digitally signed R-note/RO is sent automatically to vendor through e-mail. Its implementation 
has facilitated the vendor to get the RO at his door step for claiming the payment. It has also 
helped in reduction of covid-19 cases, as physical appearance of vendor in RCF to collect the RO 
from Stores has been eliminated.  

 

 

https://pardarsy.railnet.gov.in/
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4.13 Procurement & Installation of firewall:  

Two firewalls have been procured and commissioned for authentication of external/ internal users 
and securing the data.  

 One Firewall has been installed at TKJ office. Earlier Internet services at TKJ office were 
working without any user authentication and intrusion prevention. This firewall will check the 
intrusion attempts and will be used to manage & monitor the bandwidth (to be provided to users), 
based on their requirement and work profile. 

 Another firewall has been installed at HSQ, to create a secure zone for RCF Web Server, 
hosting various web applications developed in-house. These applications are being 
accessed on-line through internet by various stake holders (vendors) of RCF. 

4.14 Renovation of Server room and Installation of Precision AC:  

The false ceiling of IT Server & Network room had been deteriorated, resulting in inadequate 
cooling through Air-conditioning. After replacement of the false ceiling of IT Server and Network 
Room, the Precision AC system has also been installed in IT server room. This has resulted in 
effective cooling and humidity control in server room and reduction in air conditioning capacity 
from existing 20 tonnes to 10 tonnes.  

4.15 Implementation of Microsoft Teams:  

As per Railway Board directions, the Microsoft Teams software has been implemented in RCF, 
Kapurthala. Approximately 160 users have been created including officers, PSs/CAs of 
PHODs/HODs and other staff. Necessary login instructions have been made available on RCF 
internal website. This software will help the users in conducting on-line meeting through their 
desktop/ laptop/ mobile thus will reduce the effect of Covid-19 by minimizing the manual 
interaction. 

4.16 Up-gradation of Windows OS:  

The existing OS (Windows-07) of 250 desktop PCs being used in RCF has been upgraded to 
Windows-10. This will ensure security against virus attack on these PCs, as support of windows-
07 OS has been withdrawn by OEM wef Jan-2020.  

 

4.17 Provision of Video Conferencing system between HSQ and TKJ office:  

Video conferencing system through RCIL has been installed at RCF/TKJ office on 29.06.2020. 
This will facilitate video conferencing between HSQ and TKJ office and save the expenditure & 
time in travelling of personals for official meetings. 

4.18 Switching over to e-office:  

RCF has switched over completely to e-office in its official working from 01.06.2020. All inter 
departmental communications, which was earlier dealt on manual papers/documents, have been 
completely eliminated and are being done through e-office. For this, 40 number of A4 size 
Scanners and 08 number of A3 size book scanners (for scanning files and APARs) have been 
provided to users of various departments for working on e-office. After switching over to e-office, 
besides saving in terms of man hours for distribution of dak, saving of about Rs. 2 lakh per month 
on account of paper & printing cost has been achieved. This has also helped to avoid infection in 
covid-19 era and resulted in instant delivery, quick decision & transparency in working.  

4.19 Modification in IRIS module:  

As per request of Quality department, necessary software has been made in IRIS module to 
capture the cost on account of following: 

 Material rejected at shop floor by production staff. 

 Manpower & material to take remedial action for poor quality of work.  

 Manpower & material to rectify customer complaints during warranty period. 
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                                   INDUSTRIAL SAFETY 
 

Industrial safety Management aims at minimizing the chances of risks, injuries and accidents by 
implementing risk management techniques and safety  management operations, improving the standard of 
health of the employees, monitoring the operating systems and bolstering the safety measures on the Shop 
floor.Sustained efforts have been made at RCF to keep the safety standards very high and make the staff to 
gladly accept the same and also to make these standards a part of the work culture. 

 
1.0        IMPROVE SAFETY AWARENESS/ CONSCIOUSNESS: 

 
 

 Regular safety seminars/ meetings are being organized for creating safety awareness amongst the 
staff. 

 

 Safety training programme organized in co-ordination with Punjab Industrial Safety Council, 
Chandigarh and Director of Factories (PB). 

 

 National Safety week commencing from 4
th
 March to 11

th
 March has celebrated every year in 

Workshop with Safety pledge and by tagging safety badges to each staff & officers. Safety quiz, 
Safety Seminars have also organized during this week. 

 
2.0 SAFETY TRAINING: 

 

 Regular industrial safety awareness courses have  conducted at Technical Training Center, RCF for 
technicians,  supervisors and contractor’s staff covering the following safety topics: 

 
a) General guidelines regarding safety. 
b) Use of personal protective equipments at Workshop. 
c) Role of supervisors in maintaining safe environment of working. 
d) Common causes of accidents at RCF with special emphasis on preventive measures. 
e) How to improve productivity by maintaining the safety culture at Workshop. 
f) Electrical safety/ safety in welding processes. 
g) Hazardous Waste Management. 
h) Safety in material handling. 

 

 Apart from in-house training courses, RCF staff have also nominated for advance training courses on 
Industrial Safety conducted by the outside agencies like Regional Labour Institute, Faridabad and 
Punjab Industrial Safety Council, Chandigarh etc. 

 
3) Identification and control the working hazards : 

 

 To identify the working hazards, numbers of safety inspections are being carried out and 
accordingly observations issued for suitable remedial measures for controlling the same 
hazards. 

 All safety inspections points have been complied which were pointed out by Asstt. Director of 
Factories, Phagwara, under Factories Act-1948.   
 

 Periodic Safety audits have also being done in different Shops/Sections as per the norms of 
IMS. 

 

 In order to review the Emergency Preparedness Plans, periodic LPG/ Fire mock drills for 
different emergency scenarios have conducted.   
 

 
4) Personal protective equipments : 

(a). Use of PPEs for workplace safety: 
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To ensure the safety at workplaces, PPEs are provided to staff like safety shoes, safety helmet, safety 
gloves, safety masks, safety belts, safety clothing, eye goggles, welding shield etc. To ensure availability 
and usage of personal protective equipments, regular safety inspection has been carried out. 
 
 (b) Use of PPEs for Covid-19 Safety: 
 

S. 
No. 

Name of Item for 
Covid-19 protection 

Qty. Manufactured 
 in house 
(in Nos.) during FY 
2020-21  

Qty. purchased 
from outer 
agency  
(in Nos.) 

Total 
(in 

Nos.) 

1. Face  Mask 40770  - 40770 

2. Coverall  3472 5800 9272 

3. Foot operated Wash 
Basin Mechanism 

200 - 200 

4. Apron 270 - 270 

5. Foot Cover 2870 - 2870 

6. Foot Step 15 - 15 

7. Screen Cover 50 - 50 

 
5) Incident investigations : 
 

 All unsafe incidents/accidents have investigated and analyzed with emphasis on remedial action.  
 
6) Hazardous Wastes Management : 
 

 To ensure proper disposal of hazardous wastes as per norms laid down by regulatory authorities 
(PPCB), regular monitoring/ co-ordination has been carried out. 

 
7) Statistics of Shop Accidents for three Financial Years: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

Financial Year Number of Accidents 
(happened in RCF including contract workers)  

Minor Major 

2019-20  
 

22 01 

2020-21           
 

13 0 

2021-22 (up to May 2021) 01 0 
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                                            ELECTRICAL DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT  

1.0  PRODUCTION OF COACHES  

 

Rail Coach Factory, Kapurthala has created record in the production of coaches during the fiscal 2020-21. 

Rail Coach Factory, which is one of the largest coach manufacturing unit has produced as many as 1500 

coaches during the year, of which 1497 are LHB coaches. It manufactured 1342 coaches during last 

corresponding year i.e. 2019-20. 

 

2.0  MANUFACTURE OF NEW COACHES  

 

2.1  ACCN ECONOMY COACH 

 

The design of AC Economy coach finalized successfully and one coach manufactured during the year. This 

new variant will provide convenient and pleasant travel to the masses while keeping it affordable. The 

design of the coach includes redesigning the Roof Mounted AC Package unit and ducting to provide 

individual vents for each berth. The coach is also provided with split type Switch Board Cabinet with high 

voltage system in the underframe cubicle and control switchgears mounted as on-board panel. This has 

resulted in space saving, utilizing the same for providing increased number of berths and has also improved 

the safety of the system as high voltage components are provided in the underframe. The number of berths 

in the new coach has been increased from 72 to 83. Coach is equipped with Energy Efficient LED Lighting 

System and Individual Reading Lights cum USB mobile charging points for each berth in addition to the 

standard mobile charging sockets. RCF has production plan of more than 300 coaches in next fiscal years 

i.e 2021-22. 

 

2.2    LVPH COACH 

 

In the last quarter of 2019-20, the RCF had rolled out the first 24 ton capacity LHB parcel van Mark-I to 

deliver light goods to every nook and corner of the country at high speed. These parcel coaches become 

very useful to the Indian Railways which is facing a stiff competition in the parcel business. Since then, the 

RCF is producing these parcel coaches on a massive scale. 

 

By bringing some significant design changes later and reducing the tare weight of Mark-I by 3 tonnes, the 

RCF introduced new version LVPH Mark-II, which is well-endowed to carry heavier parcel goods at faster 

speed thus giving an impetus to the parcel business. These coaches have been provided with underslung 

mounted Switchboard Cabinet along with VRLA Batteries and Regulated Battery Charger for WSP and fire 

retardant LED Lights. The Switchboard Cabinet is HOG compliant with both end connectivity. The coach can 

be attached at any position in the rake. There is no wiring on the roof to avoid hitting of heavy luggage with 
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light/wires which often results in short circuit and subsequent fire case. Connection boxes are provided on 

underframe and wiring routed through side wall.  

 

2.3  LSLRD COACH  

 

In pursuance to the green initiative and Harnessing the HOG supply, LSPRD coaches working on HOG 

supply have been introduced. These coaches do not have any DA set resulting in saving of diesel fuel and 

contributing towards Carbon Credits. The generator cars which used to be coupled to a train for Power 

Supply in the train will no longer be used. These power cars used to create noise and emit harmful fumes.  

As most trains are now run using HOG technology with power drawn from the overhead electric supply, use 

of power cars is done away with. In place of two such generator cars, only one standby silent generator car 

is being used for any emergency. In place of the other car, a LSLRD coach (LHB Second Luggage, Guard & 

Divyaang Compartment) is being used.  

 

The design of new LHB Variants LSLRD completed successfully and 86 coaches are manufactured during 

the year.  These coaches have the capability to convert power from overhead supply to feed Hotel Load  

while providing space for the luggage guard room and additional passengers. The coach has been provided 

with on-board Switchboard Cabinet, Energy efficient  LED Light Fittings , BLDC Fans, Mobile Charging 

Sockets etc.  

 

2.4    IGBT BASED 3 PHASE MEMU COACHES 

 

Contract for Design, manufacture, supply, installation, testing and commissioning of 25KV AC IGBT based 3 

phase electrics awarded to M/s BHEL 15.01.2018 for 146 sets (1 DMC +  3 TCs) out of which 122 sets are 

with Axle Hung nose suspended motors and 24 sets are to  be provided with fully suspended traction 

motors. Prototype rake (3 DMCs + 9TCs) has been manufactured and shall be tested by RDSO before 

induction into the service in Zonal Railways.    

 

3.0  PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT  

 

3.1 NEW UNDERSLUNG SWITCHBOARD CABINET FOR ACCN ECONOMY COACHES 

 

In existing normal LHB ACCN with 72 berths, On-board Switchboard Cabinet is provided which houses all 

the power/control switchgear for coach lighting, air conditioning, pantry of , pump equipment and control, 

sanitary system and public address system etc. and suitable for handling 3 phase, 750V AC, 50Hz power 

supply system. With the advent of LHB ACCN Economy coach with 83 berths, need was felt to release the 

onboard space for accommodating 11 additional berths. To provide for additional space requirements, new 

design Switchboard Cabinet is developed wherein High Voltage Switchgear is provided in underslung 

cubicle with IP65 protection. Other control switchgears   and  protection devices for light, fan, sanitary/pump 

control, control of AC unit, PA system etc. The onboard space requirement for new design SBC is 1850mm  
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(H)x850mm (W)x300mm (D) in place of existing SBC having dimensions 1850mm(H)x1280mm (W)x940mm 

(D). Hence, reduction of 640mm (depthwise) and 330mm (widthwise) is achieved.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2 NEW BERTH READING LIGHT WITH USB CHARGING PORT 

 

For enhancing passenger convenience and mobile charging for every 

passenger, LHB ACCN coaches have been provided with Berth 

Reading Light with integrated USB port for charging Mobile/Laptop. In 

addition standard Mobile charging sockets (two nos. in cabin) are also 

provided 

 

3.3 FIRE PROOF LIGHT FITTING FOR LVPH AND LSLRD COACH  

 

LVPH and LSLRD coaches have luggage compartments. Light fittings provided in the compartments are 

prone to breakages during loading/unloading which may further result in   short circuit and subsequent fire 

case. To avoid this, new design fire retardant light fittings have been developed for use in these coach 

variants. These lights are made of Stainless Steel and provided with wire mesh guards (to avoid damage 

during luggage loading). LED driver is also enclosed in SS enclosure.   
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4.0     SYSTEM DEVELOPMENTS   

 

4.1     REVIEW OF SPECIFICATIONS FOR READYMADE CABLE HARNESS  

The wastage of cables at shop floor is a serious issue and efforts have been taken to optimize the various 

cable lengths in all types of coaches. In this regard, joint reviews were carried out with Electrical Production 

and all Readymade Cable Harness Specifications have been modified in line with the reviews conducted. 

The procurement of Harness for next year has been planned with revised specifications.  

 

4.2       READYMADE ALUMINIUM CONDUITS FOR UNDERFRAME WIRING  

 

In EOG coaches, the power is transmitted from the Power Car/Loco at 750V 3 phase, 4 wire, 50Hz supply 

through two feeders running throughout the rake composition. The coaches are electrically interconnected 

with the help of inter vehicle couplers and feeder cables are routed through 71/63mm dia Aluminium 

conduits fixed on the underframe of each coach. These conduits comprise of a set of straight and bent 

shapes.  Till now, the set of conduits for a coach was being made in-house by cutting it to the length and 

bending where required. Wastage of conduits was reported and it is decided to off load this activity. 

Specification for this has been drawn accordingly and cut-in will be done in early 2021-22.  

 

5.0    FRAMING OF VENDOR POLICY AND NEW ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA NON-CRITICAL ITEMS   

 

In line with the Railway  Board’s  letter no. 2019/M(PU/1/40 dated 07.07.2020 to review the vendor directory 

for procuring non-crtical items /Group of items which can be procured with pre-defined Eligibility criteria 

instead of restricting procurement through approved sources only as in the case of vital/safety items. 

Accordingly, a review was undertaken and 17 nos. of non-critical Electrical  items are identified and decided 

to be procured as per pre-defined eligibility criteria. The Eligibility criteria is framed for these items duly 

approved by competent authority and revised system is implemented from 01.08.2020 onwards. A 

comprehensive vendor development policy is also framed and uploaded on RCF’s website for prospective 

vendors.  

 

6.0 THIRD PARTY ASSESSMENT FOR REGISTRATION OF VENDORS FOR ELECTRICAL ITEMS  

 

A contract has been signed with M/s RITES for carrying out Technical Assessment for registration cases 

applied by various firms to register them in particular trade group. Mechanism has been created to process 

the forwarding of these assessments to RITES and finalizing them in a short pre-defined timeframe. The off 

loading process is expected to reduce the registration time significantly.    
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                                                     ELECTRICAL SERVICES  
 
 

1.0     GENERAL 
 
Open Access has been started in the State of Punjab on 24.11.2019 (00.00 hrs) with RCF as   drawl point. 
 
132 KV Electric Power Supply is received at Main Receiving Station (MRS) through two dedicated transmission 
lines running between PSPCL Grid Sub-Station at Kapurthala (about 8.5 Km) and at Khera Mandir (about 4.5 
Km) from Rail Coach Factory complex at Hussainpur. At MRS, 132 KV supply is further stepped down to 11 KV 
with the help of two Power Transformers of 12.5 MVA each (viz TR-I & TR-II). At any instance, supply from one 
of the feeder is taken and another acts as standby  source of supply. 
 
Stepped-down supply from Power Transformers is fed to 11 KV panel at MRS. It has double bus bar 
arrangement (one bus bar is connected to Grid Supply and other is connected to DG set supply). There are 
three nos. of DG sets: each of 1500 KVA, working at MRS as backup source of supply.  
 
11 kV supply is further distributed to 15 nos of Sub-Stations through Six Ring Main Systems (A to F). The Sub-
Stations are numbered from 1 to 12 & 14 to 16 (09 nos are located in Workshop and 06 nos in Colony Area).  
 
At these sub-stations, Power Supply is further stepped-down to 415 V through 750 kVA, 11 kV/415 V 
transformers for feeding to various Shops, RCF Colony, Administrative Building, Service Buildings and Pumps 
etc. through LT panels at Sub-Stations. 
 
 
2.0        ENERGY STATISTICS AT RCF (2020-21) 
 

 

1. Total connected load at RCF 
35,883 kW 

2. Maximum demand  recorded  
7.200 MVA 

3. Standby DG Sets capacity          
4500  KVA (3x1500 KVA each)  

4. Grid Units Consumed During the year 2020-21.  2,26,90,800 
 

5. Payment Made to PSPCL (01.04.2020 to 31.12.2020) 
₹ 18,74,98,280/- 

 

 
3.0    ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES 
  
 
RCF has taken several steps for energy conservation during the year as under: 
 
(i) 100.8 KWp solar roof top SPV plant commissioned on 18.03.2016 and total 1,38,150 units have been 

generated by 100.8 kWp Solar Rooftop PV Plant during the year 2020-21.   

 

(ii) 900 kWp RCC Solar Roof top Plant awarded through REMCL. 293.19 kWp is under  installation at present 

by June' 2021.   

 

(iii) 03 nos of Energy Efficient of capacity 60 HP submersible pumps have been provided in newly built bores.   
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4.0          ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION OF 2020-21  

 

S.No 
  

Description        Cumulative Energy Consumption % Variation 
April-March 

2019-20 
April-March 

2020-21 

1 Workshop   11526292  8705683 -24.47 

2 Recoverable  Units(KWH)    8702657  9813405  12.76 

3 Pumps   1085933  1446730  33.22 

4 Administrative Building   1902529  1829456   -3.84 

5 Hospital   186829   178280   -4.58 

6 Colony street light    258000    258000        0 

7 Others    415312   461810   -11.2 

8 Total (1 to 7) 24077552 22693364   -5.75 

9 Total Energy Consumed for 
Coach Production  

15374895 12879959 -16.23 

 10 No. of ECU turned out.   2015.60   1915.19   -4.98 

 11  Energy Consumed per ECU    7627.95   6725.16 -11.83 

 

5.0       MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS 

 
1. The work of transmitting Energy data tapped from EHT network instead of LT network (as per PSPCL 

guidelines for Open Access ) is completed.  

2. 190 TR chilling plant (machine no 02) has been replaced.  

3. The work of rewiring of type-I, II & III, a total 260 nos quarters have been completed.  

4. The routine maintenance and under ground cable work has been completed and defective fittings has been 

replaced and in working order.   

  
6.0      SAFETY 

 

1.  Provision of lighting arrestor on 132 kV line at Khera Mandir in RCF grid has been completed.  

2.  Replacement of 120 kV lighting arrestor for 132 kV feeder for TR-1 & TR-2 at 132 kV at MRS. 

3.  Supply and spreading 20 mm dia nominal size gravel stone 100 mm deep at extended at MRS switch yard 

has been completed. 

4.  Replacement of 200 nos street light Junction boxes of Electrical Township has been completed. 

5. The checking of MFP & SFP safety drive has been launched in the month of Jan'21 & Feb' 21.   
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7.0    OTHER INITIATIVES 
 
1.       08 nos of 12 x 6 feet display boards installed in Township Area.   

 
2.    02 nos of 12 x 6 feet LED display boards commissioned near Hockey Stadium and Covid-19 Chowk.   

3.    80 nos of LED Signage Boards with slogans in Township Area installed. 

4.   Installation of Park Light Poles in ORH, Shopping Complex and others places completed.  
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STORES 
1.0 GENERAL : 

  

   1.1  The Stores Department of RCF encompasses 2 Purchase offices ( TKJ and HSQ ) and 2 stocking 
Depots ( Shell & Furnishing) at HSQ. The team is headed by PCMM and presently consists of 22 other 
officers : 5 CMMs ( SAG ), 8 Dy. CMMs (JAG/SG ), 4 SMMs ( SS ) and 5 AMMs ( JS ) along with battery 
of 379 staff ( 237 Group C and 142 Group D ) employees. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
                
 
 

1.2     The main objectives of this department are: 
 

 To ensure availability of RIGHT material ( Quality & Quantity ) in RIGHT  time  at RIGHT place from         
RIGHT source at RIGHT price 

 Transparency in Procurement 

 Inventory management 

 Material handling 

 Vendor development. 

 Scrap disposal 
 

  1.3   To fulfil its basic objectives, the activities carried out by department are : 

 Coverage of demands by placement of Purchase Orders  

 Contract management 

 Regular follow-up with suppliers for ensuring timely supply of material  

 Receipt, Inspection and Accountal of incoming consignments.  

 Stocking , Storage, Preservation and Custody of stores  

 Issue & distribution of material 

 Registration / Approval of vendors 

 Continuous review of requirement to avoid situations of flood ( over- stock ) and drought ( Out of 
stock )  

 Introduction of new Stock items and Non-stock items ( Allotment of PL Number and Decision on 
Cut-in point ) 

 Coordination with various departments of RCF ( Planning, Design, Quality, Finance ).  

 Coordination with various units of Railways and Inspection agencies of RCF (Railway Board, 
ICF/RWF/RSK,MCF/RBL Workshops of Zonal Railways, RITES/RDSO/DGS&D)  

 Sale of Scrap through e- auction / tender 
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1.4         Handling the ever dynamic product mix with challenges in peculiar Railway System. In-spite of 
frequent changes in Monthly Production plans and in design / demand (Drawing / Specifications 
and OPC/ Quantities ) at short-notices, Stores department was able to arrange required material in 
time for manufacture of various variants of coaches (especially LVPH ,SLRD & ACCN Economy 
Coaches) and has indirectly contributed in achievement of Railway Board target for production of 
Coaches in financial year 2020-21. 

 
2.0         PROCUREMENT : 

 
2.1         There are mainly 3 categories of items purchased in RCF : 

 
i).  Material Schedule items : Coach components / assemblies - the demands (Procurement memo) 
for which are generated by Planning Department based on QPC (quantity per coach) and Coach 
Production Plan. 
 

  ii). SRM (Stock Recoupment Memo) items: Consumable and items (other than coach 
components/assemblies) of regular requirement by user/shop - the Demands of which are 
generated by Stores Depot, on the basis of vetted EAR   (Estimated Annual Requirement) and trend 
of consumption. 
  
iii). Non-stock items : Items of non-regular nature & adhoc requirement (Such as M& 
P/Spares/Furniture / Computers etc.)  for which requisitions are prepared by indentors of 
consuming department based on their need. 

 
2.2  Purchasing is done in consonance with the Policy of Railway Board and canons of Public 

Procurement, through competitive bidding obtained in tenders for achieving economy and efficiency 
in purchase. Local purchase is resorted to meet urgent requirement and for purchase of low value 
items. High value tenders are examined and evaluated by Tender Committees (consisting of 3 
officers-Stores, Finance & Technical) for effectiveness & better quality of decision. e-Reverse 
Auction system is being adopted in all tenders having estimated value more than 5 crore. 

 
2.3           Various types of tenders are: 

    
 AT (Advertised Tender) & e. AT ( Electronic Adv. Tender ) above Rs.25 lakhs 
 LT (Limited Tender) & e LT ( Electronic Ltd.Tender ) below Rs.25 lakhs 
 Single Tender  : for Proprietary articles/ Urgent requirements 
 GT (Global Tender) : for imported items 

 
       AT and GT are published in leading newspapers and are also available on web-sites of  

RCF/IREPS. 
 

2.4         RCF is also procuring general purpose Goods & Services through Government e Market (GeM) and  
placed 324 purchase order having value approx Rs 5.80 Crores through this portal during 2020-21. 
In RCF 14 departments (41 users ) are using GeM portal. 

2.5      RCF has placed Purchase Orders worth Rs.3014 Crore in 2020-21, out of which Rs. 557 crores ( 
18.5% of total) accounted for the Vendors of Punjab and Rs. 1250 crores (41.5% of total) for those of 
near-by states (Haryana, Chandigarh, HP and Delhi) and balance Rs.1206 crores (40%) for 
remaining states of India. 

2.6      From Aug' 2019, Purchase module of Integrated Material Management System has been 
implemented which has promoted paperless transactions. 

2.7    Recent instructions of Railway Board related to Make in India, Registration of suppliers pertaining to   
Land border countries, shifting more items to eligibility criteria based procurement from Approved 
sources based procurement etc are being implemented. 
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3.0     DEPOT 

      3.1    Stores Depots of RCF are one of the most efficient and sufficiently equipped Depots of Indian 
Railways with almost all their activities of transactions being on-line and thereby part of integrated 
material management system. Real time and on-line position of inventory is available just at click of 
button. Modern stocking facilities (such as palatalization, High-rise stacker & ASRS: Automatic 
Storage & Retrieval System) and necessary equipment for mechanized handling of material (such as 
forklifts, Cranes, Trucks etc.) are available for safe & proper warehousing.  

 3.2     Continuous monitoring of Critical items is done through Daily Morning Shop-floor meetings and 
weekly Production meetings so as to ensure uninterrupted flow of material for production of coaches 
as per dynamic production plan and target. 

      3.3      Inventory management is done through continuous watch on transactions (receipt and issues), High 
value items, ABC analysis, FSN method, regulation of Delivery period / delivery schedules and 
Budgetary control of Purchase Grant. 

      3.4     There were 10249 road trucks and 12502 consignments handled by hardworking staff of depots 
during 2020-21 without any serious accident to men or loss to the property. Total issues were to the 
tune of Rs. 2670.96 Crores and Closing Balance (on 31-3-2021) was Rs. 385.56 Crores, thereby 
resulting in TOR (Turn-Over Ratio) of 14.43%. Effective control on receipts was ensured through 
fewer buffers for high value items and deferment of deliveries for the item where sufficient stock was 
available upto March 2021.  

 
4.0     SCRAP DISPOSAL 

     Collection of Process scrap generated in Shop floor is done on regular basis through Scrap 
collection and transportation contract and homogeneous Lots are formed after segregation / 
classification of similar type of material. Other source of scrap is that of obsolete and un serviceable 
stores. These lots are put up to Survey committee (SC) for close examination regarding alternate 
use and reclamation and only after due approval of recommendations of SC, by competent authority 
(COS/GM). Sale of scrap is done normally through competitive bidding obtained in e-auction. If 
required, scrap is also sold through tendering. All activities related to accountal of receipts and 
disposal of scrap are computerized. Electronic Weighbridge is available in depot for correct 
measurement and delivery of sold scrap. In-spite of less generation/ arising of scrap, due to out- 
sourcing of sheet metal items, RCF has achieved sale target of Rs.17.67 corers in 2020-21 which is 
3.67 crores more than the target. The e-Auction has been launched in the month of Nov. 2013.  

 
 

5.0    COMPUTERIZATION : 

 5.1    Most of the activities of Purchase and Depot working are done on integrated modules of MMIS 
(Material Management Information system) with on-line connectivity between various users and 
locations (TKJ / HSQ). The system is quite user-friendly and numerous menu-driven exception 
reports are available for all critical stages of process for quick and effective decision-making by 
concerned officials. Security of data is ensured through Privileged access level and double- layer 
Passwords. Internal Customers have been given controlled access to system for knowing the            
position regarding Coverage of Demands and availability of Stock.  

5.2      ERP system is being utilized to know the item wise requirement on the basis of three monthly internal 
production plan of RCF. Customized reports are generated to identify and discuss critical items in 
production meeting. Other aspects of material management including inventory control are 
extensively covered through computerization. 

5.3       Adequate numbers of PC & Printers have been provided at work-stations and to officers / staff. On-line 
availability of all relevant information (such as Complete status: Stock & dues position, Performance of 
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the firm, Vendor rating etc ) facilitate in speedy and efficient settlement of tenders. Drawings/ 
Specifications are sent to firms on CD-ROM.  

 

5.4        Web-site for Stores : 

A web site containing major activities of Stores dept. has been developed. Following details are 
available on RCF web site: www.rcf.indianrailways.gov.in 

 All Advertised Tender notices. 

 Complete tender document for Advertised Tenders (Facility has also been developed to down 
load tender documents from internet and prospective bidder’s can participate in Advertised 
tenders by downloading tender documents from internet). 

 IRS Conditions of Contract. 

 Procedure & application form for registration. 

 IREPS link has been provided to facilitate details of P.O. valuing Rs.5 lakhs to 20 lakhs and 20 
lakhs & above placed during the month.  

 Status of applications of vendors ( New Registration & Renewal )  

 E-tender/IREPS link 

 Directory of RCF Approved Vendors 

 Customer feedback. 

 Vendor Development policy. 

5.5       Availability of following information is given to Vendors through e-mail / SMS alerts  

 Call attention notice of AT  

 Intimation of LT  

 Reminder of expiry of DP ( Delivery Period) 

 intimation of Received consignments and Receipt Note  

 Intimation of Rejected material.  

 Information of EFT ( Electronic Fund Transfer) Payment  

5.6       IREPS (Indian Railway Electronic Procurement System) : www.ireps.gov.in 

RCF has completely switched over to e-tendering for regular Purchase of Stock items and has been 
front- runner amongst all Zonal Railways/ PU for implementation of IREPS.  

E-procurement system has facilitated following activities on line. 

 Publishing of NIT with all relevant bid documents. 

 Receipt of e-bids and publishing tabulation statements for open tenders. 

 On line TC minutes. 

 Negotiations. 

 Letter of Acceptance, Purchase orders and Amendments. 

This new system of electronic tendering has following advantages: 

 Increased transparency  

 Shorter procurement cycle 

 Anytime & Anywhere bidding  

 Reduction in cost of bidding 

 Easier evaluation and comparison of bids. 

 Better security of data 

 Standardization of bids & tender formats  

http://www.rcf.indianrailways.gov.in/
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             During the financial year 2020-21, in RCF, 3838 Tenders were opened through IREPS. 

 5.7       E-Office system is being extensively used for electronic file movement and correspondence. 
 

 6.0 VENDOR DEVELOPMENT: 
 

 6.1       Registration of Vendors is done after thorough assessment by technical officer of Design department by 
inspection of Vendor’s premises for verification of their Technical capability and Financial capacity. 
Renewal of registration is based on past performance of vendor. System of Vendor rating is available 
for screening and weeding out poor performers. Application forms for Registration are available on 
Website of RCF. 

6.2       Interaction were organized with vendors for identification of potential vendors and to guide them on new 
systems & procedures (e-tendering/IREPS). Regular meetings are also conducted with vendors of 
Critical items (such as Seat & Berths, Partition Frames, retention tank etc) to understand and plan the 
deliveries from suppliers. Representatives of PCMM office also participated in these meets. Vendor 
meet Aim to improve upon the efficiency, quality, reliability,       

6.3      Approved list of Vendors are prepared for Critical items, for ensuring quality procurement of good 
material from reliable / capable vendors and list of approved vendors is available in website of RCF. 

 
 7.0  TRAINING AND SYSTEMS 
 

 7.1    One Permanent trainer of Stores department (CDMS) is posted in Technical training Centre (TTC) 
Working employees are sent to attend the courses (Induction/ refresher) for upgrading their knowledge 
and skills in TTC. Officers are nominated for various courses conducted by NAIR/ Vadodara and 
IRILLM/New Delhi 

7.2 All units of Stores department have got 5-S and IMS certification & ENMS (ISO: 9001, ISO : 14001 ,   
OHSAS : 18001 & ISO 50001 -2018 ) for their quality system, Work-environment and Record-keeping, 
with utmost thrust on cleanliness/ continual improvement/ customer-satisfaction and energy 
management system. 

 

8.0      SYSTEM IMPROVEMENT. 

8.1        End to end palletization has been introduced for many items with the provision of packing of material in 
returnable environment friendly pallets. This has ensured safe transportation & safe storage in depot 
and shop till final use of material. 

8.2        Multidisciplinary teams have been formed to critically review 'Nil demand' items and suggest disposal. 

8.3        System introduced for sequencing of trucks for unloading by assigning the priority at entry gate itself. 

8.4         Online RO generation and e-billing system introduced. 

8.5   Third party engagement for registration and video based remote verification of capacity cum                 
capacity assessment of suppliers introduced.  

8.6    System introduced to allocate coordinate to storage area in depot and linking it with computer                   
based FIFO system.  
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9.0         COMPARATIVE STATISTICS OF LAST 10 YEARS, FOR VITAL PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS  
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     ACCOUNTS 

 
1.0     TURN-OVER FOR THE LAST THREE YEARS  

 

 

  
 For Indian 

Railways 
Non-Railway Coaches Total 

Year 
No of 

Coache
s 

Value of 
Coaches  

(Rs. in 
crore) 

Additional 
Item/Spare

s 

No of 
Coaches 

Value of 
Coaches  
(Rs. in 
crore) 

No of 
Coaches 

Value of 
Coaches  

(Rs. in crore) 

2018-19 1247 2715.38 27.79 8 19.38 1255 2762.55 

2019-20 1342 3064.70 10.30 - - 1342 3075.00 

2020-21 1500 3304.21 3.99 - - 1500 3308.20 

TOTAL  4089 9084.29 42.08 8 19.38 4097 9145.75 

 
 
 
2. 0   TOTAL ASSETS  AS  ON  01.04.2021  (APPROX.) 

 
                                                                                                                                                   (Rs. in Crore) 
 
 

                                                                Fixed Assets ( Value in Cr.)  
 

 a) Project Township   119.92 
 

 b) W/s. & Offices 1210.84 
 

 Total Fixed Assets(a+b)  1330.76 

 
 

                                                                      Floating Assets ( Value in Cr.) 

 a) Stores Suspense 423.73 
 

 b) W/s. Mfg. Suspense 149.98 
 

 c) Misc. Adv. Cap.     7.62 
 

 Total Floating Assets [a+b+c] 581.33 
 

 Total Assets (Fixed & Floating) 1912.09 
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3.0    STATEMENT  SHOWING  DEPRECIATION  RESERVE  FUND  ACCOUNT  
 

 

 

4.0   APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS   2020-21 
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           5.0    MANUFACTURING SUSPENSE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR 2020-21 
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      6.0     PRODUCTION  

 
 
      6.1             YEAR WISE PRODUCTION OF COACHES SINCE COMMENCEMENT 

 
 

Year Furnished Coaches 

1987-88 1 

1988-89 120 

1989-90 175 

1990-91 600 

1991-92 915 

1992-93 1115 

1993-94 1025 

1994-95 775 

1995-96 690 

1996-97 920 

1997-98 1031 

1998-99 1087 

1999-00 1182 

2000-01 1262 

2001-02 1204 

2002-03 944 

2003-04 1201 

2004-05 1170 

2005-06 1195 

2006-07 1273 

2007-08 1437 

2008-09 1551 

2009-10 1506 

2010-11 1550 

2011-12 1556 

2012-13 1668 

2013-14 1710 

2014-15 1624 

2015-16 1544 

2016-17 1382 

2017-18 1221 

2018-19 1247 

2019-20 1342 

2020-21 1500 
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             6.2    VALUE OF COACHES MANUFACTURED FOR INDIAN RAILWAYS FROM 1987 -  88 

ONWARDS. 

 

Year Furnished Coaches nos. Actual Cost 
( In Thousand of Rs.) 

1987-88 1 1400 

1988-89 120 183956 

1989-90 175 344969 

1990-91 600 1293605 

1991-92 915 1957415 

1992-93 1115 2430678 

1993-94 1025 2512965 

1994-95 775 2408337 

1995-96 690 2378761 

1996-97 920 3132582 

1997-98 1031 3704039 

1998-99 1087 4175977 

1999-00 1182 4814398 

2000-01 1262 5137421 

2001-02 1204 5147469 

2002-03 944 4624820 

2003-04 1201 5955047 

2004-05 1170 6633945 

2005-06 1195 7018675 

2006-07 1273 9288760 

2007-08 1437 10269453 

2008-09 1551 13401970 

2009-10 1506 13252288 

2010-11 1550 16707614 

2011-12 1556 18962868 

2012-1 3 1668 20640694 

2013-14 1710 20171566 

2014-1 5 1624 19684339 

2015-16 1544 20897724 

2016-1 7 1382 21124805 

2017-18 1221 23094345 

2018-19 1247 27153794 

2019-20 1342 30647042 

2020-21 1500 33042062 
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     6.3        OUTTURN  STATEMENT  OF THE COACHES  FOR  2020-21                         ANNEXURE A  
 
                                                                                                                                         ( Fig. in unit of Rs.)  
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     6.4        SHARE OF RAILWAY BOARD  FOR  2020-21                                              ANNEXURE  B  
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6.5           YEARWISE PRODUCTION OF COACHES 
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6.6               BREAK UP OF UNIT COST AND ACTUAL PRODUCTION OF ROLLING STOCK 
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6.7      LAST TWO YEARS PRODUCTION  
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7.0       FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 2020-21 
   
                                          BUDGET AND EXPENDITURE FOR THE YEAR 2020-21 
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8.0    BALANCE SHEET  
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          CIVIL  

1.0    GENERAL 

 
1.1    RCF complex at Hussainpur (Kapurthala) is spread over 1178 acres of land out of which 
Workshop spreads over 340 acres and Township over the remaining 838 acres.  Workshop comprises 
approx. 2.4 lakh sqm covered structures. There are 3984 staff quarters (at Hussainpur alone) of various 
types and several service buildings both in workshop and township areas. Besides, there are several 
community facilities such as shopping complex, schools, Community Hall, separate clubs for workers, 
supervisors and officers etc.   Total  cost (book value) of Civil Engg. assets is Rs.312.62 crore (approx.) 
upto 31.03.2021. 

  

      
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

1.2       Every nook & corner of campus is planted with evergreen and fruit trees which count more than 
1.7 lakh.  A green cover of 55% is maintained in whole of the campus. The concerted efforts of Civil 
Engg. Deptt. manifest in the form of lush green foliage cover of well trimmed blades of grass & dark tree 
line over RCF. 

 

1.3     RCF has a stupendous 18 holes golf course which is maintained in extremely good condition 
comparable with any other golf course of national fame. Many golfers of national and international 
reputations have availed/availing of this rare facility.  

 

1.4     RCF became the first unit in India in July 1999 to get ISO-14001 certification for Workshop & 
Colony. The validity of this certification has been extended by certifying agencies from time to time. 
Emphasis is given on conservation of natural resources. Effluent (about 20%) from Sewage Treatment 
Plant is utilized for irrigation purposes. 
  

1.5     Assets are maintained regularly on planned basis with minimum departmental labour.  General 
sanitation & horticulture activities are outsourced to contractual agencies besides other civil maintenance 
works & special works. Efforts  of Civil Engg. Deptt. are aimed at timely, regular and economical 
maintenance of all structures. Every endeavor is made to maintain   pollution free environment so that 
the employees could work to achieve the laid down objectives and targets with pleasant feeling of being 
environment friendly Production Unit of Indian Railways. 
  

1.6     Pre cast RCC units for high walls & columns, have been used in most of the shops in Workshop. 
The trusses are light weight skin stressed. Double roof sheeting and large window openings with 
adjustable water cooled louvers have been provided to reduce the effect of heat in summer in most 
workshop structures. Skylights have been provided in roofs to facilitate day light and conserve electricity.  
Off late, galvalume corrugated/trough sheets are being used as covering in sheds.  Eco-friendly material 
such as phenol bonded bamboo sheets are also used in small shelters (bus shelters).  
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2.0      ORGANISATION 

2.1       Civil Engineering Department is headed by Principal Chief Engineer, who is assisted by one Dy.CE, 
two XENs & two AXENs . There are 14 SSE (Works) and 06 JEs to assist the officers to maintain the 
assets and to undertake special works.  

     2.2       Staff Status 

The status of sanctioned strength, on roll and vacancies of staff in various category wise detailed as under: 

 

Category Sanctioned Strength On Roll Vacancies 

Officers 07  06  01 

PS-I 01  01 -- 

 
Group ‘C’ 

Supervisor 
Ministerial 

Artisan 

27 
24+1 (WA) 

137 

23 
19+1 (WA) 

113 

04 
05 
24 

Group ‘D’ 149 23 126 

Safaiwala 
 

06 
 

-- 
 

06 

Total = 
 

351 
 

186 
 

165 

3.0       MAIN FEATURES 

3.1        Water Supply 

    Requirement of water supply  in colony as well as in Workshop is met with through 200mm dia. deep tube-
wells (180 m to 200 m) having  enough yield. There are 20 tubewells  in colony and 04 tubewells in 
Workshop. Water from the tube wells is pumped to over head tanks. Total capacity of these over head 
tanks is 12.0  lakh gallons  (5455 kL). Individual capacity and  location of these over head tanks is  as 
under: 

 
Tank No. Location of water tanks Capacity of water tank Staging 

OHT-1 Near Type-IV S/S 2    lakh  gallons 33 m 

OHT-2 Near Ram Lila ground 2    lakh  gallons 42 m 

OHT-3 Near Type-I Qtrs. 3    lakh  gallons 39 m 

OHT-4 West Colony 0.5 lakh  gallons 32 m 

OHT-5 Workshop 3    lakh  gallons 44 m 

OHT-6 West Colony 1    lakh gallons 33 m 

OHT-7 Near LPG Bullet  0.5 lakh gallons 27 m 

Total length of main water pipe line in Township is 22.98 km. and in Workshop 14.79 km. 

Average daily requirement of water is about 13,219 KL (10,626 KL for Township and 2,593 KL for 
Workshop). However, the requirement jumps to  16,000 KL in  summer.  

An effort has been made to reduce consumption of ground water by supplying treated effluent for irrigation 
of various lawns in Workshop, Parkland, service buildings, playgrounds and Type-IV & V quarters. 20% 
saving in water consumption has been achieved during the year by using treated effluent water.  

3.2    Rain Water Harvesting  
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Water requirement of RCF is met through ground water. With the passage of time the water table is 
depleting. The decreasing water table is a matter of concern and to tackle the problem of water table 
depletion, RCF started Rain water harvesting in the year 2007-08. Initially 13 Nos.Rain Water Harvesting 
(RWH) pits (11 in TS area and 02 in WS area) were constructed. Vertical bores (500-600mm dia) of 50-
60m depth have been driven and 200-300mm PVC pipes have been lowered. In the impervious strata, 
blind pipes and in the previous strata perforated pipes have been driven. The collection chamber is 
constructed around the bore and general dimensions of chamber is 4m x 3m x 3m (depth). The collection 
chamber is filled with recommended filtering media so that the rain water enters the bore after removal of  
floating particles, silt etc.  The collection chamber is designed to cater runoff of approx. 2000 sqm area.71 
Nos. of RWH pits having 91 bores are available in RCF to recharge the ground water. The annual rain fall 
during the year 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 & 2019 has been 278.8 mm, 692.30 mm, 386.3 mm, 344.4 mm & 
368.40 mm respectively. These RWH pits are capable to absorb/percolate the run-off of 100500 sqm 
(approx) area on daily basis. It is pertinent to mention that after introduction of Rain Water harvesting 
scheme in RCF, the rate of depleting of water table has been reduced despite low rainfalls over last two 
years.  

3.3     Fire Fighting Arrangements  

 
Sufficient fire hydrants at strategic points in the Workshop and Township are installed to meet any 
emergency. 
 
There are 09 underground static tanks for fire fighting in the Workshop as per details as under: 
 

S.No Location Capacity ( in KL)  

1. Near Fire Station    826   

2. Near Sub-station No.07   1100  

3. Near Gas godown CO2     791  

4. Near SOS6     830  

5. Opposite Machine Shop     414  

6. Near AXEN/WS office       30  

7. Near LPG Yard     430  

8 Near scrap yard       30  

9 Near Gate no.05       30  

3.4      Sewerage 

 
Sewerage is separate from storm water drains. The sewage is carried to sewage treatment plant (10.75 
MLD capacity) on the South-West side of colony. This is being regularly inspected by Punjab Pollution 
Control Board and  Audit teams of ISO-14001. After treating the sewage effluent to the requisite standard, 
the treated effluent is being used for irrigation and flooding the jungle/plantation. The details of sewers 
are as - 
 

 

S. No. Description Length ( in mtrs ) 

Workshop Township 

1. S.W. pipe     8” dia 1829  18757  

2. S.W. pipe   10” dia 1182    1465  

3. S.W. pipe   12” dia    936    3980  

4. S.W. pipe   16” dia    105  --- 

5. Brick sewer 30”dia    208    3784  

                                Total  4260  27106  
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3.5       Drainage/Storm Sewer 
 
Entire RCF complex has a well planned underground drainage system which ultimately discharges into BEIN 
river. The roads, generally have been constructed in cutting which also carry out the rain water quickly 
through side drains to under ground drainage. Storm sewers are regularly cleaned before the onset of 
monsoons. The details of storm sewer lines are as under: 

 

S.No          Description Length ( in Mtrs ) 

Workshop Township 

1. RCC pipe line 8” dia  615  --- 

2. RCC pipe line 12” dia  367                13762   

3. RCC pipe line 18” dia 1072                  2135    

4. Brick sewer 24” dia 2791  171     

5. Brick sewer 30” dia --- 242     

6. Brick sewer 36” dia 1022  1407   

7. Brick sewer 42” dia --- 337     

8. Brick sewer 48” dia  444  395     

9. Brick sewer 60” dia --- 529     

10. Brick sewer 64” dia --- 184     

11. Brick sewer 66” dia --- 1639   

                           Total 6311                17982   

 
3.6      The details of other salient features of Civil Engineering Department of RCF are as under 

3.6.1     Land 

                 Area                                  1178 acres 

      Book Value per acre         Rs. 0.30 lakh 

      Present Value per acre     Rs. 10.00 lakh (approx.) 

3.6.2      Boundary Wall  

          (i)       Brick Wall           ( in Kms ) 

         Township                7.264  

                      Workshop               1.170  

                      Total                        8.434 

            (ii)      Weld Mesh Fencing ( in kms ) 

                      Township             3.127  
                  
                             Workshop  

                      Single                    1.170  

                      Double                   5.760  

                      Total                    10.057 
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3.6.3       Residential Accommodation 

           

Type  HSQ KXH JUC SOJ/ 
NDLS 

TOTAL 

Type-I 990 - 04 - 994 

Type-II 2151 - 09 - 2160 

Type-III   375 - --- 08  383 

Type-IV DS   248 - 1 07  256 

Type-IV SS     80 - 1 04   85 

Type-V+GM Bungalow     76 - - 04   80 

Non Standard      -- - 02 - 2 

        Total 3920 - 17 23 3960 
  

3.6.4        Workshop Structures (Sqm). 

Covered area                                          = 289265 

3.6.5        Other Structures (Sqm) 

Covered area of Service Buildings (TS)   = 88383 

     3.6.6        Road in RCF complex (Sqm). 

(i) Township                                   =         116348 

(ii) Workshop                                  =           59987 

     3.6.7        Track 

 

Description Total 

i.   Ballasted Track 

ii     Embedded Track 

ii. Point & Xings  

12.436 km 

11.914 km 

     30 Nos 

     3.6.8        Expenditure during financial year 2020-21 (in Thousands of Rs.) 

          

S.No. Plan head Allocation Expenditure 

1 4200 Cap  26114 

2 4200 DRF  14435 

3 4200 (charged)  Cap       Nil 

4 5100 Cap 142900 

5 5100 DRF     4800 

6 6400 Cap  10600 

7 6400 DRF  17600 

8 7200 WMS 259869 

  Total  476318 
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     4.0      MAJOR WORKS COMPLETED DURING 2020-21 

4.1      Township area 

 

S. 
No. 

Description of work App.Cost  
(in Lakh of Rs. ) 

Month of 
completion 

1 Improvement to Athletics Track in MRS Stadium  40.58 March  
2021 

2 Wider Entry Gate for Ty-II&III Qtrs. 2019  194.58 March  
2021 

3 Provision of Re-boring of pump no. 19 Near OHT no. 3 in 
Ty-I&II area, RCF 

14.29 March 
2021 

4 Shed for parking of vehicle of civil engg. In Nursary 15.97 January 
2021 

5 Replacement of existing fencing gates with bigger size in 
Type-III and replacement of damaged door/window in staff 
qtrs. 

26.75 January 
2021 

6 Interconnection of over head tanks No. 2 & 3in T/S area 
with water supply pipe line in workshop area & west colony  

96.26 January 
2021 

7 Boaring of pump in SBSI,SASI and community hall at RCF 38.32 November 
2020 

8 De-silting/Cleaning of main and branch line in Ty-I to V area 
a RCF 

47.42 November 
2020 

9 Augmentation of water supply pipeline in RCF Qtrs. 66.15 November 
2020 

10 Provision of sump with pipe line for watering with treated 
water from STP in parkland, RCF 

45.62 October 
2020 

11 Provision of one deep tubewells in place of tubewell No.15 
in West Colony  

19.63 October 
2020 

12 Water proofing of Hospital, Elect. & Civil offices, Shopping 
Centre and Hockey Stadium in RCF 

32.8 November 
2020 

13 Provision of one deep tubewells in place of tubewell no.3 in 
Parkland,RCF 

15.95 July  
2020 

14 Water proofing of Type-I quarters and other assets to repair 
leakage of roof. 

34.85 April 
2020 

15 Providing and laying interlocking CC block pavers in Waris 
Shah Hall, Community Hall, Stadium and clubs in RCF, 
Kapurthala. 

34.55 June 
2020 
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4.2     Workshop   area 

 

S. 
No. 

Description of work App.Cost  
(In Lakh of Rs.) 

Month of 
completion 

1 Provision of new toilet block, changing room and cycle 
stand near wheel shop.  

55.47 March 
2021 

2 Repair of leakage by water proofing to various service 
building in workshop area. 

22.31 August 
2020 

3 Construction of  M.S. Jali encloser in wards of furnishing 
depot and lock & key with accessory items.  

21.01 November 
2020 

4 Replacement of sheeting G.I.Gutter, Sky lights & ridges in 
shops in workshop area.  

128.32 March 
2021 

5.0     GOOD WORK DONE 

 
5.1     GOOD WORK DONE BY CIVIL ENGG. DEPTT. DURING LOCK DOWN PERIOD 
 
Lock down was imposed in RCF w.e.f. 23.03.2020 to 31.05.2020. During the lockdown period 23.03.20 to 
17.05.20 curfew was imposed in the state of Punjab.  
 

     

Milk Distribution among residents                            

         

 

           Vegetables supplied door to door 

 
During the curfew period, uninterrupted door to door supply of vegetables , dairy products , ration items 
were  supplied to the employees at their railway quarters through volunteers of Civil Engg. Employees, 
Gurudwara Sahib and other employee volunteers to avoid hardship to the employees as well as 
maintaining social distance to contain COVID-19  in RCF Township. Cleanness of colonies were carried 
out by deploying  minimum labours and also maintaining uninterrupted  water supply in the township area 
during the curfew period to avoid any difficulties to the residence employees. Frequent sanitation of 
Administrative building and other service buildings is also being carried out on regular basis. Foot 
operated water taps have been provided in Administrative buildings, other service buildings, Hospital & 
Parkland area. 
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Foot Operated tap at 

Sub Station 12 
 

   
Wash basin at 
 Admn building 

 

   
Sanitizer provided at 
Offices 

 
 

          
Social distancing marks with paints at shopping complex , workshop gates, LLR Hospital has been 
provided to prevent spread of Covid-19 in RCF 
 

 
Social Distancing marks at Workshop gate  

 
  Social Distancing marks at Shopping Areas    
 

 
 
LLR Hospital is being maintained as per day to day requirement of Medical department and urgent works 
related to Covid-19 have been executed. Isolation ward has been developed as per instructions of 
Medical department. Four room have been converted into rest room for Medical staff. Special partition 
have been erected in corridors for isolation for Covid-19 patients. A garage was converted into  Mortuary 
outside hospital building. One cabin has also been constructed  near emergency gate for checking of 
Covid-19 patients.   
 
RPF transit accommodation & TTC Hostel building were converted into isolation ward for Covid-19 
patients      
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Isolation Ward at RPF Transit Camp                               

 
 

   Isolation Ward at TTC Hostel 
 

 

5.2 SETTING UP OF COMPOSTING MACHINE IN DUMP YARD 

Composting Machine of Capacity 10 Tonne per day has been installed in Dump Yard. The technology 
deployed is sorting cum composting  machine to process   Kitchen wastes to convert in green manure and 
segregation of plastic wastes etc. Agency will supply all treated green manure to RCF out of the total 
kitchen waste of about 3-4 Ton per day.  The green manure produced will be used for horticulture activities 
in RCF Colony area and also to colony residents.  The agreement is initially for 5 years. Which may be 
Subsequently extended further after review of performance on yearly basis up to further 5years.  

 

  

 

5.4       ENVIRONMENT. 

i)      Plantation of Trees/Shrubs - 16381 Nos  

 ii)    Provision of flowers hanging pots 500nos on centre verge on main roads in  township .  
  

  iii)     Cleaning of toilets - 19 blocks regularly. 
 

   iv)     Kerb Stone Painting – 2290 mtr. 
 

     v) Cleaning of road gully chambers for improving drainage – 521 Nos. 
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     vi) Improvement of signage – 125 Nos. 
 
     vii) White washing/distempering, snowcem – 253486 sqm. 
 
     viii) Trimming of trees – 17209 Nos. 
 

   ix)    Removal of debris – 5116.4 MT. 
 

     x)      Scrap disposal(Wood) -  27396.30 MT 
 
     xi) Scrap disposal (Cardboard) – 1456.75 MT 
 
    xii)    Scrap disposal (Polythene) – 865.15 MT 
 
   xiii)    Zero Value Scrap  - 33229.25 MT 
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PERSONNEL 

1.0     STAFF STRENGTH 

The staff strength as on 01.04.2021 compared with the previous year is given below :- 

CATEGORY As on 01.04.2020 As on 01.04.2021 

 Sanction Actual Sanction Actual 

Group - A 126 82 127 83 

Group - B 30 62 28 59 

Group – C (Other than 

Workshop) 

 

 

1920 1543 1901 1667 

Workshop 4438 4082 4438 4125 

Group – D  (Other than 
Workshop) 

616 416 616 392 

Workshop 585 589 585 458 

TOTAL 7715 6774 7695 6784 

 

2.0       APPOINTMENT I N GROUP C & D AGAINST VARIOUS QUOTAS  

 The detail of appointments on various quotas during the year is as under:-  

S.No CATEGORY DURING 2019-20 DURING 2020-21 

  Gr-C L-1 Total Gr-C L-1 Total 

1.  
Compassionate                     

Grounds 26 08 34 21 06 27 

2.  Sports Quota 11 -- 11 -- -- -- 

3.  Ex Servicemen Quota -- -- -- -- -- -- 

4.  

 

Physical 

Handicapped Quota 

 

 

 

-- -- -- -- -- -- 

5.  
Crash programme for 
wiping out shortfall of 
SC/ST. 

-- -- -- -- -- -- 

6.  

 

Casual Labour absorbed 

 

 

 

-- -- -- -- -- -- 

7.  
 No. of Staff Recruited  
Scout/Cultural Quota 

-- -- -- -- -- -- 

8.  

 Sub., Act.   

App. ,B/kh. 
-- 22 22 -- -- -- 

9.   RRB/RRC 116 -- 116 81 -- 81 

 TOTAL 153 30 183 102 06 108 
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3.0       WORK CHARGED GAZETTED POSTS 

The details of work charged/temporary Gazetted posts  created during the year 2020-21 is as under : 

Sr. No. Deptt. HAG/SAG JAG SS JS TOTAL 

1 Accounts --- -- 1 -- 1 

2 Stores -- -- 1 -- 1 

 TOTAL --- -- 2 --- 2 

 

             4.0      NUMBER OF CASES TO WHOM PAYMENT OF SETTLEMENT DUES DURING 2020-21 

 

S. 
No. 

Nature of 
Settlement 

No. of Cases 

Received 
No. of Cases 

Settled 
Balance 
Cases 

  1. Superannuation 196 196 Nil 

2. Voluntary Retirement 20 20 Nil 

3. Compulsory Retired -- -- -- 

4. Resignation 02 -- 02 

5. 

Removal &  

Dismissal 

 

05 -- 05 

6. 
Medical Unfit  

Cases 
01 01 -- 

7. Death Cases 29 29 -- 

 TOTAL 2  5  3 246 07 

 

 5.0    PROMOTIONS 

  During the year selections, suitability & Trade Test were conducted staffs have been promoted 

as detailed here under:- 

 

  SELECTIONS SUITABILITY TRADE TEST 

S. 
No 

Sect Nos Vac. 
Staff 

Promoted 
Nos Vac. 

Staff 
Promoted 

Nos Vac. 
Staff 

Promoted 

1 . SUP. 0  8 14 14 20 30 30 -- -- -- 

2. MIN. 0  6 2  2 22 17 38 38 -- -- -- 

3. TECH 01 5 9              59 18 3  3 1 331 1 7 258 258 

4. CL-IV -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

 Total 15 95 95 55 399 399 17 258 258 
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6.0 GROUP  I NCENTIVE  SCHEME 

 

During the year 2020-21, the following Incentive, Supervisory Allowance and PCO Allowance has    

been paid     to Group-C & D staff . 

 

INCENTIVE SUP.ALLOWANCE PCO ALLOWANCE TOTAL 

Rs. 1143108968/- Rs. 40864504/- Rs. 6964722/- Rs. 1190938194/- 

 

7.0 BONUS 
 

The detail of productivity linked bonus paid to group-'C' & 'D' in the year 2020-21 is given as 
below : 

          

NO. OF EMPLOYEES PRODUCTIVITY LINKED BONUS 

6931 Rs. 119283685/- 
 
  

8.0  DISBURSEMENT OF ADVANCES  

 

Following advances on various accounts had been disbursed during the year 2020-21 as under:- 

     

HEADS 
FUND ALLOTED 

(Rs.) 

FUND PAID 

(Rs.) 

FUND BALANCE 

(Rs.) 

NO. OF 
OFFICERS/ 

STAFF 

HBA 70,00,000/- 30,29,400/- 39,70,600/- 41 

COMPUTER
. 

76,00,000/- 34,00,000/- 42,00,000/- 06 

TOTAL 1,46,00,000/- 64,29,400/- 81,70,600/- 47 

 

9.0 WELFARE OF SC/STs  

 
   Recruitment  of  SC/ST/OBC  and  promotion  of  SC/ST candidates have been made as per 

extant  rules. The recruitment and promotions made during the year 2020-21 are as under:- 

 
9.1 PROMOTIONS 

 

GROUP 
TOTAL EMPLOYEES 

PROMOTED 
SC 

PROMOTED 
ST PROMOTED 

GROUP-C 752 230 57 

 
9.2 RECRUITMENTS 

 

GROUP 
TOTAL 

EMPLOYEES 
RECRUITED 

SC RECRUITED ST RECRUITED 
OBC 

RECRUITED 
UR 

RECRUITED 

GROUP-
”C” 

115 19 09 27 60 

TOTAL 115 19 09 27 60 
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   10.0   STAFF BENEFIT  FUND 
 
 

The Staff Benefit Fund Committee is functioning effectively and brief particulars and       
Disbursements made  for  various  objectives  are  as  under : 

 

Scholarship for higher education for wards/children of employee above GP 
Rs.2400/- 

Rs.   8,75,072/- 

Scholarship for higher education to male children in GP Rs.2400/- & below. Rs.   7,54,373/- 

Scholarship for higher education to female children in GP Rs.2400/- & 
below. 

Rs.   8,29,810/- 

Promotion of Cultural Activities Rs.   1,20,000/- 

Relief of distress and Scheme of Sickness. Rs.   9,05,247/- 

Miscellaneous. Rs.   7,81,389/- 

Women Empowerment Activities. Rs.   2,11,224/- 

Recreational facilities other than sports. Rs.   2,41,399/- 

Recreational facilities at Institute & Clubs etc. Rs.   2,71,574/- 

Indigenous System of Medicines including Homeopathic Rs.   2,71,574/- 

Financial help to Physically &Mentally Challenged Children Rs.   2,00,000/- 

Total Rs. 54,61,662/- 

 

11.0 STAFF GRIEVANCES REDRESSAL MECHANISM 

Grievances have been categorised in two parts Vis a Vis SC/ST/OBC and grievances from 
other staff for which complaint registers are kept in different shops/offices separately. Welfare 
Inspectors regularly visit their respective allotted beats/jurisdictions to attend the staff 
grievances through personal contact and complaint registers. Complaints so collected are 
redressed in a time bound manner. Besides these, the staff grievances redressal camps were 
organised at different offices/shops along with a team of Executives. Finance and Personal 
departments wherein efforts are made to redress the grievances- in order to quickly redress 
the staff grievances, Computer based staff grievances redressal system has also been 
developed through RCF Application module besides NIRVAAN and CPGRAMS grievance 
redressal system wherein complaints are directly entered into the system and redressal 
adviced the concerned staff through Computer. 

     Summary of Staff Grievances for the Year 2020-21. 

Year Mode of Receipt Received  Finalised Pending 

2019-20 
Grievance Register/DAK/Camps 15 15 Nil 

Computer Module (PINS) 66 66 Nil 

2020-21  
Grievance Register/DAK/Camps 13 13 NIL 

Computer Module (PINS) 83 83 NIL 

 

12.0 INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 

Recognised Unions: The following formal/imformal meetings were organised to maintain order    
industrial relation.  

 

Name of Union 
No. of PNM Meetings held 

in 2019-20 
No. of PNM Meetings held 

in 2020-21 

RCF Employees Union -- 01 

RCF Men’s Union 01 01 
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13.0     PENSION ADALAT OF RETIRED RAILWAY EMPLOYEES 

 
A Pension Adalat was arranged on 1 5 . 1 2 . 2 0 2 0  t o  3 0 . 1 2 . 2 0 2 0  for retired railway 
employees. One Grievance was received during the Pension Adalat and the same redressed 
on the spot. 

 
14.0      WELFARE     
 
14.1      CANTEEN 
 

One modern and well equipped statutory Staff Canteen has been established in workshop area, 
which caters to the needs of more than 7000 employees, in supplying Tea/Snacks/Cold-drinks 
and meals (lunch) etc. It has a seating capacity of 1200. One small canteen in 
Administrative block is also supplying samosas, tea, coffee, soup and cold drinks to the staff 
working in Administrative Block. 
 

14.2       SCHOOLS 

Six Schools are functioning in RCF Township. 03 Schools (Senior Secondary School, Govt. 
Middle School and Primary School) are being run by Education Department of Punjab 
Govt., 02 Central Schools are being run by Kendriya Vidhyalaya Sangathan  and 01 Jack 'N' Jill 
School        (Jr. Wing) is being run by RCF/ WWO and Vatsalaya School for Disable wards of the 
Railway Staff run by WWO/RCF in which 13 students are studying. About 3290 children are 
availing educational facilities in the above Schools.  

 

                                                   
 
 

School -Wise detail of Children is given as below: 
 

Name of School Number of Students. 

Kendriya Vidyalya No-1 1343 

Kendriya Vidyalya No-2 905 

Govt Senior Secondary School 497 

Govt Middle School 50 

Govt Primary School 133 
 

Jack ‘N’ Jill School 362 

TOTAL 3290 
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14.3     KARAMCHARI KALYAN KOSH 
 

To provide immediate financial help to the family of employees who die in service, a scheme 
has been launched under the name of "KKK". In this scheme, all the staff including officers 
are covered in which immediate relief is provided to the grieved family. During the year 2020-
21, 27 employees died and their dependents were paid Rs. 15,25,510/- @ Rs. 56,500/- in each 
Case. 
 

14.4     HANDICRAFT CENTRE 
 

A handicraft centre is being run in RCF by SBF Committee. In this centre, 08 candidates 
(ladies) have successfully completed their training in cutting, sewing and embroidery during       
2020-21. 

 

 

 
15.0       CULTURAL   PROGRAMMES 
 

RCF’s Cultural Team actively participated in the Nukkad Natak was organised in RCF Campus   
on Covid prevention by RCF cultural society and    RPF. 

 

 
 
 

16.0         ACTIVITIES UNDER TAKEN BY WWO/RCF 
  
16.1     FOOD  ITEMS  DISTRIBUTION  
 
16.1.1    Women Welfare Organisation / RCF distributed eatable materials to 400 needy people and          

Contract labour from time to time during lockdown period.   
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16.1.2       Team of WWO/RCF visit Apaahij Ashram, Jalandhar & Kusht Ashram, Kapurthala and 
distributed the eatable items. Rs. 10,000/-  was donated by RCF WWO to Kusht Ashram, 
Kapurthala for the Construction of Ashram work on 11.05.2020. 

 

                        
      
 

16.1.3        RCF/WWO was donated Refrigerator, Hot Cases and Air Purifier to LLR/Hospital/RCF on 
15.08.2020 and 26.01.2021. 

 

              
 

16.1.4        RCF WWO has distributed Sweets/Gifts amongst the kids of Jack N’ Jill School, Crèche and 
Vatsalaya on the occasion of Annual Day function of school on 08.03.2020. 

 

                      
 

16.1.5        RCF WWO organised the competition on Mask Making, Photography on Covid-19 and 
Patriotic Songs on the occasion of Independence Day. 

16.1.6        RCF WWO donated 01 TV and 02 Hot Cases to RPF Women Barrack on 01.10.2020. 
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16.1.7        RCF WWO had honored the brilliant students on the occasion of Republic Day Celebration on 
26.01.2021 and an amount of Rs. 44,000/- was distributed amongst the Nine Children of 10+2. 

  
16.1.8          On the occasion of World Environment Day, the President along with executive member of 

RCF/WWO planted trees.  

 
16.1.8        RCF/WWO has organised a function on 10.03.2021 in connection with International Women 

Day to felicitate the 110 women employees of  RCF who have completed 25 years of service. 
In addition, 02 Women employees from each departement has also been felicitated for 
outstanding contribution in there area of work. 
 

 
 

16.1.10        RCF/WWO has also hold the Gardening Competition on 19.03.2021 at Residential Quarters 
i.e.    Type – I, II, III and IV DS located in RCF colony which includes maintaining of Gamlas, 
Flowers, Plants, Kitchen Garden and also its cleanliness and awards will be distributed 
shortly.  
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17.0 SCOUTS & GUIDES ACTIVITIES 2019-20. 

    

17.1 Mask Bank was set up in April,2020. Each Member of the Association donated  at least 10 mask 
for the bank and distributed almost 350 handmade mask In public in vicinity. 

       

                              
 
17.2      The Bharat Scouts and guides conducted an campaign in regard  to Safety and precautions during 

pandemic COVID-19 in RCF Colony from 24.06.2020 to 30.06.2020: 
 

 
 
17.3 RCF Bharat Scouts and Guides celebrated 74

TH
 Independence day on 15.08.2020 in RCF and 

performed their Duties Assigned by RCF Administration with great enthusiasm. RCF Administration 
has recognize our efforts and dedication towards duties to the society considered as CORONA 
WARRIORS.. 
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17.4 On 13.09.2020, RCF Bharat Scouts and Guides organized All Faith Prayer at Scout Den to pay 

tribute to Sh. Pranab Mukherji, former President of India. Sh. Abhay Priya Dogra, DC/SBSG/RCF 
paid the tribute to Former President. 

 

 
 

  17.5 On 01.11.2020 Distt. Rail Coach Factory Kapurthala Bharat Scouts and Guides organized Distt 
Commissioner Unite Leader Meet at Scout Den. Total 30 leaders participated in meeting. After 
meeting, all the Corona Warriors who did fabulous duty during Lockdown were honoured. 

 

                   
 
 

 17.6  On 07.11.2020, the scouts of Distt RCF/KXH organized a cycle hike from RCF to Gurudwara    
Rababsar Sahib near Sultanpur Lodhi. \ 25 Scouts took part in this hike. 
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17.7 On 19.12.2020, Bharat Scouts and Guides organized a painting competition on “FIT INDIA”. Total 
87 participants took part in this competition in three categories . Distt Commissioner (S) distributed 
the prizes to the winners.  

 

 
 

17.8 Bharat Scouts and Guides participated on 71
st
 Republic day celebration in RCF and performed  

their Duties Assigned by RCF Administration with great enthusiasm.  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
17.9       Bharat Scouts and Guides organised a Tritya Sopan training Camp as on 07.02.2021 at West 

Colony Ground/RCF. 
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17.10    Bharat Scouts and Guides celebrated the birthday of Scouting’s founder Lord Baden Powell and 
World Chief Guide Lady Baden Powell as Thinking Day and  organised a two days camp   from  
21.02.2021 to 22.02.2021, Sh. Raj Kumar Mangla  PCME/RCF was the Chief Guest on the 
occasion.  
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                                                     MEDICAL  
 
1.0   ORGANISATION :  
 

Lala Lajpat Rai (LLR) Hospital is ISO-9001, ISO-14001 & OHSAS-18001 certified 60 bedded hospital 
attending to the medical needs of Railway beneficiaries. it was dedicated to RCF employees and their families 
on 31.10.1990. Lala Lajpat Rai Hospital of Rail Coach Factory, Kapurthala is headed by Principal Chief 
Medical Officer. 

The detailed position of doctors posted in LLR Hospital is as follows:- 

Sanctioned strength of Doctors On roll Vacancy 

Regular(IRMS) CMPs 

12 09 01 02 

 

Specialist Doctors: 

 

 ACMO (Surgeon)   - 01 

 ACMO (Chest)   - 01 

 Sr DMO(Physician)              - 01 

 ADMO(Anesthesia)    - 01 

 

 LLR Hospital attends to the medical needs of more than 30,000 Railway beneficiaries including 2273 of 
registered RELHS (Retired Employees Liberalized Health Scheme) beneficiaries.  

 
2.0   OUT PATIENT DEPARTMENT  :  
 
RCF Hospital runs OPD services to around 500 patients daily. There is a well equipped Digital Token system 
& Excellent Queue Management system, which  reduces the patients waiting time & also make it convenient 
for both Doctors & patients. One Lakh fourteen Thousand Two Hundred and Twenty Eight (1,14,228) patients 
were treated in out-patient department during the year 2020-21. 
 
3.0   INDOOR TREATMENT :     
 
LLR Hospital is being operated as a 60-bedded hospitals, which includes 06 beds in ICU.  One thousand 
Seven Hundred &Twenty Seven (1727) patients were treated in indoor department during the year 2020-21. 
 
4.0   EMERGENCY DEPTT:   

Emergency services are available 24 hours. One Doctor is posted round the clock to attend the emergency 
department. There are three Ambulances in the casualty & one of the ambulances is made available at First-
aid-post inside the workshop. Casualty is being maintained according to ISO specifications. Serious & critical 
cases are immediately shifted with laid down protocols.  
 
5.0   RADIOLOGY DEPTT:  

This department is equipped with 500 MA DX machine, 325 MAX machine and 60 MA portable machines. LLR 
hospital has introduced the Digital X-ray unit, which helps the Doctors to see the X-rays digitally on computer 
while seeing OPD inside their chamber. The digital X-ray unit has not only curtailed the expenditure on printing 
of X-rays but also reduced the generation of Radiological waste. 
 
 
6.0   LABORATORY SERVICES :  

This hospital is having well equipped Laboratory and all the Routine investigations like examination of blood, 
urine, stool, semen, sputum and other body fluids are being done here. All routine Biochemistry tests are done 
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daily. Special Serological tests like HIV (1 & 2), Hepatitis B & C, Malaria & Dengue, Thyroid Function Tests are 
also being done here. LLR Hospital is having Auto Hematology Analyzer, Auto Biochemistry Analyzer & Auto 
urine Chemistry Analyzer machine in Laboratory. Quality control of Bio-chemistry is being done with CMC 
Vellore. . 
 

7.0   OPERATION THEATER & SURGERY DEPTT: 

There are 02 well equipped major operation theaters and one minor operation theater. Laparoscopic 
surgeries like Laparoscopic Hernia repair, Lap. Cholecystectomy etc. are being done regularly at LLR 
hospital under fully functional Minimal Access Surgery Deptt. Besides routine general surgeries like 
Thyroidectomy, Mastectomy etc., Endourology operations like internal Uretheretomy, Dormia basketing of 
Urinary Calculus are also being done at LLR Hospital. During the period during the year 2020-21, the 
details of surgeries performed is as follow- 

1 Special Surgeries 30 

2 Major Surgeries 33 

3 Minor Surgeries 137 

Total         200 

 

8.0      Intensive Care Unit(ICU): 06 Bedded ICU is operational since 2008 to attend serious & post-operative 
cases. The ICU is equipped with all emergency management facilities 

9.0  Bio Medical Waste: Bio-medical waste generated in LLR Hospital, RCF, Kapurthala is being disposed 
of as per guidelines laid down by Punjab Pollution Control Board.  

10.0 5-S: QCFI/Hyderabad during their surveillance audit held from 08.04.2019 to 09.04.2019 evaluated 
hospital best 5-S zone in RCF with 5 Star Rating. LLR Hospital has won 5-S Trophy in last 04 terms. 

11.0  HIMS: Full Fledged Hospital Information Management System (HIMS) is functioning in LLR Hospital, 
which is linked with all the major departments of the hospital like OPD, X-Ray, Laboratory, Emergency, 
Local Purchase section, Medical Stores, referral of patients  etc. RCF beneficiaries can see their Lab 
reports through HIMS.  

 

12.0   ELECTRO-PHYSIOLOGY INVESTIGATION DEPTT: Electro-physiology investigation department is 
equipped with ECG, Spirometery and Audiometry equipments.  

13.0   PHYSIOTHERAPY DEPT: There is a well equipped Physiotherapy unit having all the basic machines 
like Short Wave Diathermy, Microwave therapy, Electric/Differential therapy, Pulsating Electrostatic 
field therapy etc. Modern equipments namely Pulsed Diathermy, Combination Therapy and Digital 
Muscle Stimulator are available in Physiotherapy deptt. Cryo-therapy, Guidance therapy unit, and 
Whole body Vibration unit have been added. This unit is being managed by two Physiotherapists & 
headed by Assistant Physiotherapy Officer.   

14. 0  DENTAL UNIT :  A full fledged Dental unit is functioning in RCF Hospital, which is manned by a part 
time Dental Surgeon.  

15.0  COVID CONTROL ACTIVITIES 
 
15.1     A separate Fever/Flu Clinic was started for screening and treatment of Fever cases in LLR Hospital   

RCF 
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                                                  A view of Separate Fever/Flu Clinic 
 

 
15.2  Separate Triage area created in the Emergency department for screening of patients exhibiting signs 

of COVID-19. 
 

    
 
Facilities for COVID-19 sampling was started in LLR Hospital RCF for the screening of Railway & Non-
Railway beneficiaries during current COVID-19 pandemic.  
 

                           
Scene of COVID-19 Sampling 

 

15.3  39 Special Camps were organised in Workshop area, Administrative Block and TTC, wherein a team 
of RCF Doctors along with Civil Authorities carried out the health check-up of workers and took 2152 
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COVID-19 samples in the camps. 
 

  

Scene of Health Check-up of workers & COVID-19 sampling. 

 

15.4 COVID-19 Vaccination Drive   

   

                      COVID-19 Vaccination Drive  started in LLR Hospital on 04.02.2021 

 
15.5    Publicity Drive : Pamphlets and banners were used to educate the general public regarding 

prevention of COVID-19. A special drive was conducted in RCF township, in which, the beneficiaries were 

educated through Public Address System.  
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15.6  Special arrangements for Thermal Scanning, Hand Sanitization and Social Distancing was done in 
LLR Hospital RCF Kapurthala  

 

 
                 Social Distancing  

 

 
Thermal Screening at the entrance  

 
15.7  Special cleanliness and Sanitation drive was launched in view of the ongoing COVID-19 Pandemic.  

 

 
 

Scene of Cleanlines and Sanitation drive 
 

15.8 A special drive was conducted in which door to door survey was done to find out Patient’s exhibiting 
signs of Flue like illness.  

 

      
Staff conducted door to door campaign to educate the residents 
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15.9   Special training sessions were organised for Doctors and Para-medical staff regarding prevention 

and treatment of COVID-19. 
 

                                     
 

 
16.0 OTHER MEDICAL ACTIVIES  
    
16.1    On 04.08.2020, A Special Camp was organised in Technical Training School of Workshop, wherein a 
team of RCF Doctors conducted the health check-up of 142 Act Apprentices.  
 

 
  

 

Scene of Health Check-up of Act Apprentices of TTC 
 
16.2 On 01.11.2020, a Special Pulse Polio Drive was conducted for Migratory Children.  

                                         
 

Scene of Administration of Pulse Polio drops to Migratory children 
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16.3 On 31.01.2021, Under National Pulse Polio Drive, 567 Children in the age group of Zero to Five years 

were administered Polio drops.   
 

 

 

 

 
Scene of Pulse Polio camp. 
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VIGILANCE 

1.0 GENERAL : 
 

The main objective of Vigilance organization is to create vigilance consciousness among the 
employees of RCF, Kapurthala.  Vigilance is the basic function of the executive itself and external 
vigilance by Vigilance organization is only meant to assist in this administrative function at all levels.  
Therefore, more emphasis is placed on preventive and educative vigilance.  To bring awareness 
about vigilance, Vigilance Awareness Week was celebrated from 27/10/2020 to 02/11/2021 and 21st 
Vigilance Bulletin was brought out by Vigilance organization of RCF to educate the staff in getting 
more vigilant in their day to day working.  

 

 

Vigilance Pledge administered in Vigilance 

Awareness Week 

 

      Vigilance Bulletin released  by GM 
 

 

 

2.0 ORGANIZATION : 
 

Chief Vigilance Officer (L/A)                                              - 01 

Dy. Chief Vigilance Officer                             - 01 

Non-Gazetted (Vigilance Inspectors)                                - 02 

Non-Gazetted (others)                              - 02 

Non-Gazetted (Group-‘D’)                             - 01 

  

3.0 PERFORMANCE : 
 

The results achieved by the small vigilance organization of RCF during the year 2020-21 are as 
under:- 

 

3.1 Preventive checks : 
 

a) No. of PCs conducted                            - 20 

b) No. of PCs investigated                            - 12 
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3.2 Complaints : 
 

a) No. of complaints received                           - 32 

b) No. of complaints taken up for Investigation                        - 03 
 
 c) No. of complaints filed (being anonymous)                        - 22 

 d)   No. of complaints sent to concerned Deptt.                        - 11 

 (as no vigilance angle was involved) 

 e) No. of complaints merged/disposed (received                         - 02 

                repetitive) 

f) No. of complaints investigated                           - 04 

 

3.3 No. of D&AR cases finalized : 
 

a)  Gazetted                            - 01 

b) Non-Gazetted                            - 08 

 
3.4 No. of officials recommended for D&AR action : 
 

a) Gazetted  Major                          - Nil 

            Minor                          - 01 

b) Non-Gazetted Major                          - 03 

    Minor                          - 07 

 

3.5 No. of officials punished under D&AR : 
 

a) Gazetted                           - 01 

 

b) Non-Gazetted                           - 08 

 

3.6 No. of officials taken up under Administrative action : 
 

a) Gazetted                                        - 02  

b) Non-Gazetted                          - 01 

 

3.7 No. of cases resulting in system improvement                      - 01 
 

3.8 Additional earning/economies accrued to                   -Rs.3,32,124/- 

  Railways as a result of Vigilance activities 
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     SECURITY 
1.0  GENERAL 

 
              Railway protection Force (RPF) is an Armed Force of the Union. The responsibility of RPF is to protect 

and safe guard Railway property, passengers & passenger area. At RCF, RPF do provide security to the 
Railway men working in the factory. For this purpose, strength of 240 members of the Force has been 
sanctioned to protect Rail Coach Factory. This strength include 22 post of production cadre provided for 
manning to fire station. At RCF, RPF has a set up of executive branch, fire service branch, dog squad, 
Analytical Wing, Detective Wing & Special intelligence branch. All these units work under the control and 
command of Pr. Chief Security Commissioner/RPF. The administrative control of this security department 
lies with Director General/RPF/ Railway Board, New Delhi.   

 

    

RPF Contingent in Independence Day-2020 

  

     March Past by RPF in Republic Day-2021 

 

    2.0.   POSTING & TRAINING 

          
               The general tenure of RPF staff at RCF is for 3 or 5 years. The annual transfer of RPF staff is carried out 

by IG-cum- PCSC/ RPF/NR by posting staff from different divisions from Northern Railway. The members 
of the Force are regularly trained to improve their skills in Arms handling and up keep of Arms. Annual 
range classification is conducted at small arms range provided in RCF. For keeping the staff physically 
and mentally fit a gym with latest physical equipments is available near RPF Barrack. Fire staff is locally 
trained to maintained and handle fire appliances and equipments.   

  
 
    3.0      ACCOMODATION 

 
 
               Accommodation is provided to RPF staff in the shape of barrack & Railway quarters. About 58 members 

of the Force have been allotted Railway quarters of different status as per their entitlement and to 
facilitate rest staff, a barrack with capacity of 200 beds is provided. For the comfort of staff desert cooler, 
water cooler, recreation room, library and spacious dinning hall are provided at RPF barrack. Solar water 
heating system is provided in RPF barrack.  

 

4.0     FIRE FIGHTING 
    

               Although RPF Fire Branch has been closed and now there is no recruitment or training in Fire Branch. But 
the GM/RCF has created 22 posts of production cadre to maintain Fire service at RCF. This branch is 
managed by executive branch of RPF. There are one Fire Tender heaving 4500 Ltr. capacity, one 
portable pump, Water Mist Fire fighting (600 Ltr) mounted of Bolero Jeep, 03 Breathing apparatus set, 02 
Panotex fire suit, Computer with LCD monitor & printer, 01 High pressure air filling machine and Hose 
winding machine, shoulder water mist (9Ltrs), fire extinguisher DCP-10Kg., Binocular Kenco artos,  Fire 
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Extinguisher DCP-05 Kg. and Fire Extinguisher CO
2 

- 02 Kgs., 01 Panasonic camera and 01 Canon 
camera are available. The maintenance of Fire extinguishers is managed by respective departments.  

 
    5.0       DOG SQUAD 
 

RPF Dog Squad has an approved strength of 04 Dogs (two sniffer and two trackers). At present, 04 Dogs 
are posted in RCF, out of which 02 Pups has been sent to Takenpur, Gwalior on 15.03.2021 for training. 
All the above Dogs are being used to check the blasting and criminal activities of explosives at RCF 
workshop gates and other important places.  

 

6.0      CRIME CONTROL 

 

During the year 2020-2021, 05 cases registered under 3RP(UP) Act with arrest of 06 outsiders, 01 
Railway Employee and 01 RPF with recovery of stolen railway property worth Rs.6,31,966 against 
6,31,966. During the above financial year 100 persons have been arrested under various provisions of 
railway act an amount of Rs.60400/- were fined by the hon’ble court. All the entry/exit gates in township 
and factory area are being mended by the RPF Staff round the clock.    

      

     7.0      SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS 
  

  In the current year, security arrangement of workshop and township area was found satisfactory after 
taking review of the system. From time to time, Co-ordination meeting is held with the Civil Police, the 
State Administration and the Railway Administration to control the law and order situation at RCF. From 
time to time a campaign is conducted against those persons who violate vehicle rules, illegally entering 
and stealing railway property in the RCF premises. In addition,  at present, rail workers residing in RCF 
is being made aware through announcement system in Entrance Gate and Colony area to wear masks, 
maintain social distancing, and use sanitizers during work.       

 
 
      8.0      MODERNISATION 

 
 
To strengthen the working of the force, the force have been provided with modern items like Door 
Frame Metal Detector, Digital Still Camera, Hand Held Metal Detector, Loud Hailer, Photo State 
Machine, Fax Machine with photo state, Scanner & Copier, Computers, Bullet proof Jackets & Helmets, 
Bomb basket, Night Vision Binocular, Drone Camera, Day Vision Binocular and Walkie –Talkie Sets, 
Chargeable torch, Security Alarm System, Sony voice recorder and Under vehicle trolly mirror etc. 

  
 

       9.0    CO-ORDINATION MEETINGS  
 

To maintain Law and order situation in RCF and to prevent theft of Railway property, coordination 
meetings held with civil police and civil administration. 
. 
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SPORTS  

 
1.0        MAJOR  ACHIEVEMENTS  

 
1.1   HOCKEY 

 
1.1.1 Ms.Navjot Kaur, Ch.OS, Ms.Reena Khokhar, Sr.Clerk, Ms.Lalremsiami, Sr.Clerk and 

Ms.Manpreet Kaur, Tr.Tech-III women hockey players represented Indian Women hockey team 
for training and play matches held at Argentina from 03.01.2021 to 04.02.2021.  

 
1.1.2 Ms.Navjot Kaur, Ch.OS and Ms.Lalremsiami, Sr.Clerk women hockey players represented 

Indian Women hockey team for training and played matches at Dusseldorf, Germany from 
23.02.201 to 05.03.2021. 
 

1.1.3 Ms.Navjot Kaur, Ch.OS, Ms.Reena Khokhar, Sr.Clerk, Ms.Lalremsiami, Sr.Clerk and 
Ms.Manpreet Kaur, Tr.Tech-III  women hockey players were  selected in Indian Women hockey 
coaching camp at SAI, Centre Bengaluru from 14.02.2021 to 07.04.2021for preparation of 
Tokyo Olympics. 

 
1.1.4 Ms.Priyanka, Tr. Tech-III, Ms.Gagandeep Kaur, Tr. Tech-III & Ms.Reet, Tr. Tech-III women 

hockey players were  selected in National Junior Women hockey coaching camp at NCOE 
Bengaluru from 05.10.2020 to 19.12.2020 and Junior Women Khelo India National Coaching 
Camp at NCOE Bengaluru from 20.12.2020 to 06.02.2021.They represented Indian Junior 
Women hockey team for training and play matches held at Chile from 09.01.2021 to 25.01.2021 
and won matches. 

 
1.1.5    Ms.Shweta, Tr.Tech-III and  Ms.Amrinder Kaur, Tr.Tech-III women hockey players represented 

Indian Railway women hockey team coaching camp held at RCF, Kapurthala from 10.02.2021 
to 06.03.2021. Ms.Rosalind L.Ralte was nominated as coach with Indian Railway women 
hockey team. Ms.Amrinder Kaur, Tr.Tech-III women hockey players represented Indian Railway 
women hockey team in the 5

th
 All India Rajmata Vijay Raje Schindiya Memorial Hockey 

Tournament held at Tikamgarh (M.P.) from 07.03.2021 to 15.03.2021. Ms.Rosalind L. Ralte 
was nominated as coach with Indian Railway women hockey team. 

 
1.1.6 6 men hockey players/official represented Indian Railway Men Hockey team coaching camp 

held at Secunderabad from 04.03.2021 to 31.03.2021. Sh.Davinder Singh was nominated as 
coach with Indian Railway Men hockey team. 

 
 
2.1      BASKETBALL 
 
2.1.1 Sh.Harmendeep Singh, Tech-III & Sh.Sahil, Tr.Tech.-III Basketball players of RCF were 

selected    in Indian Railways Basketball (Men) team coaching camp at RCF Kapurthala from 
21.12.2020 to 19.01.2021. 

 
2.1.2    Sh.Sahil, Tr.Tech.-III basketball player was selected in Indian U-23 Men's basketball team 

coaching camp at Bengaluru from 15.01.2021 to 28.02.2021 in preparation for the 6
th Asian 

Beach Games. 
 
 
3.1      ATHLETICS 
 
 
3.1.1   Sh. Arun Kumar, Tr. Tech-III represented Indian Railway Men Cross Country team in 55

th
 Sr. 

National cross country championship held at Chandigarh on 21.02.2021. Indian Railway men 
cross country team won Silver Medal. He also participated in 95

th
 Punjab State Athletic 
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championship held at Patiala, Punjab from 28.02.2021 to 01.03.2021 and won Gold medal in 
5000 Meters race. 

 

 
2.0       EVENTS  ORGANISED IN RCF  

 
2.1      Fit India Freedom Run by Ministry of Youth and Sports, Government of India was organised in 

RCF from 15.08.2020 to 02.10.2020. Under the guidance of Sh.Dawa Chhering, HGS/RCFSA 
& PFA a large number of sports enthusiasts participated in this race on 19.08.2020 and 
motivated all employees and their family members to exercise regularly. 
 

2.2      National Sports Day was organised by RCF Sports Association on 29.08.2020 in the presence of 
Sh.Dawa Chhering, HGS/RCFSA & PFA with coaches and players of all teams at Hockey 
Stadium. 
 

2.3 The combined conditioning camp of all the players of RCF for the Fit India Freedom Run was 
organised at Maharaja Ranjit Singh Stadium form 14.09.2020 to 30.09.2020. Sh.Dawa 
Chhering, HGS/RCFSA & PFA inaugurated the camp and Sh.Ravinder Gupta, GM/RCF & 
Patron/RCFSA presided over the concluding day of the camp and encouraged all participants to 
take full advantage of sports infrastructure in RCF. 

 

     

 
       GM /RCF addressing  the sports lovers 

     

 
          Gathered sportspersons in Stadium    
 

 
2.4 Fit India Cyclothon was organised on 12.12.2020. Sh.Nitin Chowdhary, President/RCFSA and 

CQM flagged off the race & inspired all the sports enthusiasts. On 19.12.2020. Sh.Ravinder 
Gupta, GM/RCF & Patron/RCFSA flagged off the Cyclothon and inspired all the sports lovers. 

 
 
     

 
            GM RCF flagging off the Cyclothon  

    

 
          Enthusiast Cyclists in Cyclothon   

 




